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"Mundar” Disqualified

SA Candidates
Debate Issues

For Debate Disruption
for disorderly conduct.

by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA

Welch noted that he knew that he
would be unable to attend the debate

News Editor

because

The Student Association Election
Commission voted unanimously to disqualify the “Mundar” ticket of presidential candidate John Welch (CAS
"88) and vice-presidential candidate
Rithi Ratanawongsa (CAS ’88) Feb-

uled

rules.
According to the commission report,
Welch “flagrantly lied to three election
commissioners . . . when affirming his
intention to personally participate in
the GUSA Presidential Debate of February 18, 1986.” Welch's campaign
manager Kenneth Moss (CAS ’88), b
appearing in disguise in place of Welch
at the debate, deceived “the audience
of the debate into believing that he
was
presidential
candidate
John
Welch.”
According to Election Commissioner
James McDermott (CAS '86) the Mundar candidates could not have a representative speak for them, but the
Election Commission had offered to
read a prepared statement for them.
.The Election Commission will also

adjudication

both

he

and

by Jim Wehner

Ratanawongsa

HOY A Staff Writer

had an organic chemistry test sched-

ruary 18 for violations of the election

initiate

for

the

same

time,

and

thus

A Copley Formal Lounge audience saw the Georgetown

authorized Moss to speak on his behalf.
Welch noted that he had told McDermott that his chemistry test had
been changed because he hoped his
professor would let him take the test
early. “That fell through and I told Jim

University Student Association (GUSA) presidential candidates exchange views in a Tuesday night debate disrupted
by an appearance by the “Mundar” party, an organization

McDermott to proceed, which he did,

'87)/Stacey

which offered John Welch

“We

were

a

little

late,

but

’87)/Greg

there's

learning

“GUSA
Photo by Pia Hoffman

'Etsotion Commission Chairman Jim McDermott (CAS '86) asks “Mundar” impostors to leave
the podium.

that

Undecided, Caccamo Top Poll

the Mundar candidate would be unable
to attend.
McDermott denied the charge, point-

HOYA

continued.

“They

were

allowed to run, they got their [posters]

stamped. When
they

were

they broke the rules

treated

just

like

anyone

was conducted February 16 and 17. 78 SEiifors,

else.”
According to McDermott, in a letter
to Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Chris Greer, the Mundar ticket
claimed

that

“the

main

reason

82 juniors, 96 sophomores and 82 freshmen
were surveyed.
Caccamo, who tallied 98 votes or 30.8
percent of those responding, drew his strongest

for

support from the sophomore and junior classes.
He registered the votes of 37 percent of all
juniors polled and 51 percent of all sophomores.

Mundar running is to show ‘just how
foolish

the

Election

Commission

is

and what a joke GUSA is and how it
only exists to delight the students.’”
Welch

and

Ratanawongsa

Adam Carter (CAS 87) and Christopher
Hansot (CAS ’88) finished second, with 19
votes or 7.0 percent. Their strongest support
came from the junior and senior classes, which
gave them fifteen votes.

are ap-

pealing their disqualification to Greer
and, Welch noted, “We still consider
ourselves candidates, regardless of the
actions of the election committee.”

by Marianne

The

The Election Commission disqualified five candidates for assembly seats
last semester on charges of exceeding
campaign expenditure limits and late
financial reports.

Herman

John Welch (CAS '88)

News Editor

Undecided voters again led the annual
HOYA
presidential poll, but among those
students who did choose a candidate, the Paul
Caccamo (SES ’'87)/Greg Smith (CAS ’88)
ticket holds an almost three to one edge over
the other three presidential tickets combined.
The telephone poll of 318 undergraduates

was set down in ink over a month
ago.”
“We are as objective as we can be,”

McDermott

them 10 votes.
The team of John Welch (CAS ’88)
Rithi Ratanawongsa (CAS ’88) earned

by Mary Carroll Johansen

we had to bring a schedule for the
events to the GUSA people and we
had to reserve the rooms. . . everything

“for disruption of a Georgetown University Student Association event” and

Patricia

Beckman

(NUR

’87)/Stacey

Plaskett (SES '88) ticket followed Carter/Hansot
with 13 votes, representing 4.1 percent of
those surveyed. Their base of support came

primarily from the freshman class, which gave

and
one

vote, representing .3 percent of those surveyed.
Their sole vote came from a female student in
the sophomore class.
The Welch/Ratanawongsa ticket was dis* qualified February 18 for lying to three election
commissioners in affirming their intention to

participate in the GUSA Presidential Debate
"and then sending their campaign manager
Kenny Moss (CAS 88) to speak on their
behalf (see related article).
126 voters, representing

39.6

percent

of

those surveyed, or 49 percent of those students
* planning to vote, remained uncommitted.
61 students, or 19.2 percent of those polled,
did not plan to vote in the presidential election.
Of these students, there were 31 seniors, 15

juniors, 13 sophomores and 12 freshmen.
Last year, 2,194 students cast ballots in the
presidential

race, a small decrease

from

the

record breaking turnout of 2,286 students in
1984.
Voting will take place Thursday, February
27 from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and is open to
all

undergraduate

students.

Polling

stations

will be set up at New South, Lauinger Library,
the ICC and Darnall.

helps

by George Dubé
There is a possibility that the Georgetown Admissions
Ambassador Program (GAAP) will lose part or all of its
funding from the Student Activities Commission (SAC)

according to GAAP Chairman Lynn Duffy (CAS °86).
GAAP, an organization operated entirely by Georgetown undergraduates, is currently allocated $5,000 by
the SAC. The club has recently been criticized, however,

for not serving the interests of the student body.
GAAP’s main goal is to ensure “continued quality of
the student body” according to Duffy. GAAP recruitment programs, such as the Early Decision Weekends
and Over-Nighters program, are designed to attract

“the best candidates for the University,” Duffy said.
Dean of Admissions Charles Deacon said that GAAP’s
Office

current

continued,

Staff Writer

Admissions

has

been

(CAS

'88) presented their platforms in

questions

from

the

security and mail service, as well as an expansion of the

Fine Arts Department. Although Carter and Hansot do not
have experience as GUSA representatives they argued
that this was not a factor. “Experience is not Yequited for
the position,” Carter said.
Beckman stressed students’ rights. In addition to seeking

counseling and birth control devices or would refer students
to a non-University service. Beckman also noted that her
ticket is backed by the Progressive Student Union, the
NAACP, and the Gay People of Georgetown University

(GPGU).
Caccamo exhorted the benefits of a united student body
and outlined several ways to achieve that goal. “We need
to form a student community,” said Caccamo. Programs to

include transfer and graduate students in the life of the
“University ‘weré central to his platform.
Asked to identify Georgetown’s primary need and to
outline what steps they would take to fulfill this need. the
candidates gave varied answers. “We need practical
solutions to our problems,” Carter said. According to
Beckman, student groups need more money. Caccamo

commented that “the student government has to reach out
to all students.”
On the issues of divestment and GPGU, Caccamo said,
“We're here to represent the students. If they feel this is an
issue, we'll act on it.” Caccamo favors divestment and

supported the GPGU sponsored dance. Beckman responded that “divestment is a necessity,” and was outspoken
in favor of GPGU. Supporting GPGU recognition, Carter
drew the distinction between recognition and funding.
While Carter supports recognition of GPGU, he is against
University funding.
The candidates were asked to comment on the housing
system and the problems they perceived there. “Uppercontinued on page 7

cludes workers’ gifts to friends—the

by Kathy Dow

the

(NUR

Carter

Pub Generates $20,000 Surplus

GAAP Fears Funding Cuts

with

Beckman

Adam

“Soul Night” Cancellation Creates Con troversy

SAC to Review Club Budget

partnership

and

needs a business-like rapport with the adminis-

w

HOYA

Patricia

University divestment and an increase in minority faculty,
she called for the establishment of an Afro-American
Studies ' program. Beckman also wishes to institute a
women’s health center which would either provide sexual

ing out that “even before we had any
idea who was running for these offices

proceedings

’88),

(SFS 88)

tration,” declared Carter. He advocated improved campus

Welch charged that the Election
Commission had considered switching
the date of the debate, but decided
upon

(CAS

Plaskett

five minute speeches and fielded
campus media and the audience.

be late,” Ratanawongsa pointed out.

the move

Smith

’87)/Chris Hansot (CAS

nothing in the rules saying you couldn’t

against

(CAS ’88) as its candidate.

The three official candidate teams, Paul Caccamo (SFS

not realizing Kenny wasn’t me.”
The candidates did come to the
debate at the conclusion of their exam.

against Moss and another Welch campaign worker, Peter Ward (SLL 88)

Photo
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of

the “greatest service to Georgetown University.” “GAAP

students

more

than

“At Yale, for example,

they

know,”

he

the administration

“does what the students do here.” GAAP programs give
accepted applicants “a much more honest personal
impression of the place.” As interviews are no longer
held on campus,

“the students have taken on a larger

role of representing our community,” Deacon said.
If GAAP is denied further SAC funding, “I don’t
think that we could continue with the same program
and expect the same rate of success,” said Duffy. “We
have to educate people with regard to what we do with
our funding.” Most of GAAP’s budget has been used to
pay for candidates’ meals at Marriott while they are on
their visit.
“It is standard procedure for any student organization

that receives large sums of money to go under review
before [budgets are decided],” said Stephen Larson
(SES ’86), SAC chairman. “There have been motions by

various commissioners to consider alternative funding
for GAAP,”

Larson

continued,

but GAAP’s

position

“will be fully considered before any decision is rendered.” “It is premature to make a decision at this
time,” on GAAP

funding, Larson said.

In response to criticism that GAAP is not working in
the best interest of current Georgetown students, Lynn
Duffy noted that GAAP is a student club tnd should
not be denied SAC funding. GAAP has nearly four
hundred members, making it one of the largest student
organizations at the University, according to Duffy.
Deacon commented that he is “extremely impressed
with GAAP’s organization,” adding that for the individuals involved, “there is no payoff other than a
feeling of goodwill which has to say something about
their dedication.”
Duffy believes that GAAP has played a large role in
contributing to Georgetown’s exceptionally high applicant yield. Close to 75 percent of students participating
in GAAP’s special service programs have decided to
attend the University.
“GAAP would probably fold” if SAC’s funding of
$5,000 was halted Duffy said. Even if the Admissions
Office were to fill the gap left by lost SAC funds—
something that Deacon strongly feels would happen—
Duffy said that there would be a large possibility that
GAAP might lose some of its appeal to student
volunteers at the University. “What would you rather
volunteer your time to, the Admissions Office or a
student controlled and run club?” she asked.

HOYA

percentage is now consistently below
10 percent. In addition, the Pub saved

Staff Writer

has

$1,000 by switching to a different paper

amassed a surplus between $20,000
and $30,000 this year, according to
General Manager Charlie Brown (CAS

product company.
Brown attributes larger Pub crowds

The

Georgetown

Center

Pub

’86).
Brown said that the precise amount
of the surplus remains unknown due
to bills that have not been taken into
account.

Nevertheless,

Brown

added

this year to the establishment of regular
hours and new options such as more
happy hours and the availablity of hot
pretzels and wine coolers.
“Any profit that the Pub makes will
go back to the students in some shape

the sum is large, especially in light of

or

the fact that during the last two years,
the Pub incurred a debt of $53,000.

current debt could be paid off by the
end of the year. Any additional money

The surplus is the result of several
factors, according to Brown. He said
that higher prices accounted for a

will go to maintenance,
ment, advertising, music

major part, noting that the 15¢ increase

in the price of a product as wideselling
as Budweiser beer has added up over
the long term.
Another factor is a decrease in waste,
according to Brown. Seventeen percent

of the beer stocked by the Pub used
to disappear as “spillage” —which in-

Photo by Pia Hoffman

form,”

Brown

emphasized.

The

new equipvideos, and

wages for Pub workers. Eventually,
Brown hopes to re-establish a reserve
fund to pay for damaged or out-dated
equipment. In addition, the Pub management is concentrating on sponsoring more happy hours and more expensive bands.
Brown speculated also that if the
. Pub continues to turn a profit, next

year’s managment may find it feasible
to reduce prices.
A controversy between the Center
Pub and black campus leaders arose
earlier this week over the Pub’s cancellation of Sunday night's “Soul Night.”
Brown, said that the reason for the
cancellation was to “provide something

for a larger crowd.” The Pub instead
had a dee-jay and the “Soul Night” was
moved to Healy Program room.
Black leaders Starla Williams (CAS

86)

and

Barry

Hargrove

(CAS

88)

told Brown that they had received com-

plaints from students who had gone
to the Pub expecting “Soul Night.”
Brown came to an agreement with the

two black leaders to make a special
effort to improve “Soul Night” so that
it will become a better event for both
patrons and the Pub.

Brown promised to have “Soul
Nights” every Sunday night for the rest
of the semester and repeated that the

Pub is “trying to serve as many students
as possible.”

HOY A file photo

Pub Manager Charlie Brown (CAS '86) (left) reports that the Pub will begin paying off its $53,000 debt.
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CP&P Offers Job Placements

Newswatch... HOYA

McCormick Given Doctorate

i
ft

h

directories which identify organizations doing work in the student's field of

Georgetown.

if
i

ships with special interest groups, non-profit organizations, overseas employers, and the U.S. Government.
Job counselors are available within the center located on Third Maguire,
and CP&P will host a summer jobs workshop during the semester to discuss
the “how, when and where” of the summer job hunt.
“Not all jobs are publicly advertised and announced,” said CP&P Director

Chicago before being ordained in 1953. He earned a doctorate in theology
from the Gregorian University in Rome in 1957.
t
»
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former vice president of medical affairs at Georgetown

;

The Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium awarded Professor Richard
- A. McCormick, S.J. of the Kennedy Institute of Ethics an honorary doctorate
February 3. McCormick, the first American theologian honored by the
University, is the Rose F. Kennedy Professor of Christian Ethics at

interest. Specific information is available on paying and non-paying intern-

i

;

advantage

of all the resources

available

to them

in searching

:

Get,

McCormick obtained his B.A. and M.A. from Loyola University of

Eric Schlesinger. “It’s therefore important that students be motivated and

bial
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andlitivel
receives the
internship
of tohis choice
“will find that itandaffords
an excellent,
5
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Some. knowledue
experiance.”
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Bauer began teaching at

A
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Georgetown in

;

:

1958. He became vice president of

Bauer was born in Easton, PA and he graduated from St. Joseph’s College

e

in Philadelphia, earning a master’s degree in biology. He entered the Society
of Jesus at Poughkeepsie, NY in 1935 and was ordained on June 18, 1944.
Funeral services for Bauer were held February 14. He was buried in the
Jesuit Cemetary on campus.

The Baker Scholarship Program will hold an informational meeting for all
sophomores in the College interested in pursuing a career in business
Wednesday, February 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the College of Arts and Sciences
Dean’s Conference Room.
The Baker Scholarship Program, established in 1973 through a grant from
the George F. Baker Foundation, strives to instill in its members a humanistic
attitude toward the conduct and social responsibility of business. The program
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The Georgetown University Student Federal Credit Union shareholders

offers a number of opportunities to undergraduate students, including a

elected Maureen Brekka (SBA 87), Matthew Dieter (SBA "88), Paul Fonesca

scholarship grant at Georgetown and exposure to business enterprises and ~~ (SBA '87), Sharon Kim (SBA 87) and Kevin Simms (SBA 87) to the 1986-87
professionals.
Board of Directors February 13. The new board members will take office
Completed program applications are due Wednesday, March 5.
March 1.
;
:
:
:
)

According to Credit Union President Maura Kilduff (SBA 86), during the
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past year, the Credit Union, which was founded
S

vacancies on the 1986-87 Resident Assistant (RA) staff.

He

travelers’ checks and a check deposit box.

Residence Life made information concerning the RA vacancies available
to students in late November with applications due before Christmas break
in December. A total of 120 Ds
applied for 40 openings in the 53
member staff. Thirteen current RAs will return to their posts next fall.
According to Associate Director of Residence Life Tom Eastman, RAs
were selected “with an eye toward assembling a diverse student staff capable
of serving a diverse student body.” Special emphasis was placed during the

C.

I

‘

1

k

P

°

/

selection process on an applicant’s maturity, leadership ability and interper-

outside

possessing a coupon and a valid GU ID may purchase a maximum of one
six-person table with a cash payment of $81. Absence when one’s number is
called will result in forfeiture of position.

Orientation

orientation in August,

to

Community

Involvement

prior

Copley

Formal

Approximately

=v

A

The Community Involvement Office plans to begin a new program entitled
bi
a :
fn
1
i!

b

sonal skills. Financial need was not a consideration.
Those selected February 8 must undergo a training period in late March
and early April. They will then be assigned to specific residence halls.

Freshmen

and left,” McGrath said, “We would like to help present this alternative
persepective to Georgetown students.”

P 0)

Lounge

February

28.

At 9:00

a.m.,

each

student

The

campus

The Georgetown International Relations Association will host the North
American

L0 A

Wd

service

fraternity,

Model

United

Nations

(NAIMUN)

for over

3000

high

school

students and faculty moderators at the Sheraton Washington Hotel February
20-23.
Georgetown government professor and former ambassador to the United
Nations Jeane J. Kirkpatrick addressed the opening session February 20.
Former Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and chief
U.S. negotiator for Salt II, Paul C. Warnke, will speak February 22.
The conference provides a forum for discussion of topical issues and
problems

in international

affairs

through

the

simulations

of the

various

bodies of the U.N. by allowing participating students to portray ambassadors
of the member nations of the U.N.

Dental School Awarded Grant
The Pew National Dental Education Program awarded Georgetown’s
School of Dentistry $189,100 to evaluate dental education programs in the
nation. The first phase of this five-year project focuses on assisting dental
and the resultant decreasing dental population and new treatment techniques.
Georgetown is one of twenty-one dental schools selected to receive
funding for Phase I of this program. Five to seven dental schools will be
chosen for Phase II; each will receive grants of up to $1 million to implement

the innovations developed during Phase I.
The Pew National Dental Education Program, which is supported by the
Pew Memorial Trust of Philadelphia, is funding this $8.75 million grant in an
effort to provide resources to address fundamental issues confronting the
health professions.

1200 tickets will be distributed for Cabaret, which runs

Entrepreneurs Host Speakers

S C ho J ars h l D

rd

to freshman

1986.

NAIMUN to Host Model UN

schools to make strategic shifts to accomodate the changes occuring in the
dental health care environment, such as the impact of preventive dentistry

a
ar et
mp J oves
lC
el
0 Icy
In an effort to combat past charges of unfairness regarding the sale of
Cabaret tickets, Cabaret XI Executive Producer Patricia Conrad (CAS 86)
issued specific directives for this year’s distribution.
:
Cabaret will distribute numbered coupons at 8:00 a.m. to those present

Orientation Activity Planned
Hh

three years ago, has

surpassed $1 million in assets, expanded its membership and achieved
greater overall efficiency, due in large part to its recent computerization. In
recent months, the Credit Union expanded its member services to include

g
y
The Office of Residence Life selected forty students on February 8 to fill

tai

many non-Catholic universities.
“Catholic teachings incorporate many of the good things of both the right

University, died of

Rotldense

the hospital in 1963 and returned to teaching in 1970. In 1974, GU conferred
on Bauer an honorary doctorate of science; he retired from teaching in 1977.

Rpe

IDS

In response to what they call the “University’s tendency to downplay
Catholic issues and perspectives on campus,” a group of GU students has
formed the Newman Society.
Kevin McGrath (SFS ’86), the group’s founder, said the Newman Society
will provide a series of debates and lectures on Catholic Bishop’s Letter on
Nuclear War and discussions about religions.
Named after St. John Newman for his philosophy on Catholic education,
. GU’s Newman Society is not associated with the Newman Centers found on

The Rev. Mark H. Bauer, 8.J., 74, a professor emeritus of biology and a

for a

summer position.” According to Schlesinger, the student who perseveres ~~ cancer February 5 al the Jesus Communi
relatively non-commiral

A

Catholic Society Founded

The Georgetown University Center for Career Planning and Placement
(CP&P) is offering a variety of services to Georgetown students in search of
summer employment either in Washington or abroad.
The center's primary offering is a career library housing general material
on summer positions as well as notices of actual job openings and numerous

A

Newswatch... HOY

Alpha

Phi Omega

(APO),

is offering

a

The office will select eight freshmen who will come to Georgetown August
25 to spend a week involved in a community service project, such as painting
a community center. Four upperclassmen acting
as group leaders will choose
the site and lead the students in the work and in discussion and reflection.
According to Program Director Mark Fox (CAS '87), the Community
Involvement Office is now accepting applications for the four upperclass
positions. “Basically, we're looking for pretty service-orientated people,” Fox
commented, “from among the rising sophomores, juniors, and seniors.’

$1000 scholarship to a Georgetown sophomore or junior in good academic
standing.
The review committee, which includes APO President Rich Catalano
(SBA ’87), Campus Ministry Director Robert Rokusek, S.J., Rev. Joseph
Durkin, S.J. and an officer from the Financial Affairs Office, will judge the
candidates on the basis of academic achievement, service to the Georgetown
community and financial need.
Scholarship applications.are available inthe Financial Aid Office and the

Applications, which may be picked up from the Community Involvement
Office in B- ¥TCopieys are due March 7.

APO office in B-02 Copley and are due March
scholarship winner after spring break.

5. APO. will announce

the

The Georgetown Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (ACE) will
sponsor speeches by local businessmen Gerald R. McNicols and Charles J.
Wolf Tuesday, February 25 in White-Gravenor 201 A at 8:00 p.m.
McNicols is president of Management Consulting and Research where he
directs studies in research and resource analysis including cost estimating,
life

cycle

cost,

risk

analysis,

and

resource

management

systems.

Wolf

co-founded Hughes Computer Systems, which was sold to Automatic Data
Processing (ADP). He is currently employed as an executive vice president
with ADP’s Potomac Division.
Gonniied 2
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R
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CAREER WEEK 1986
“LOOKING AHEAD”
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27

CAREER AND LANGUAGES SYMPOSIUM
3:00 pm

1.C.C. Auditorium

600 pm ILC Aulinnum
MARKETING
7:30 pm
TUESDAY,

FEBRUARY

YOUR

LIBERAL ARTS

DEGREE

3:00 pm

Copley Lounge

AFFAIRS:

IL.C.C. 550

PRIVATE

SECTOR

School of Foreign Service

OPPORTUNITIES

5:00 pm

WORK

Reiss 103

School of Business Administration

White-Gravenor 201A

AND

FEBRUARY

3:00 pm

Center for Minority Student Affairs

ISSUES

Women's Caucus

Healy 103

International Relations Club

26

FOR A CAREER IN THEATER

New North Music Room

OPPORTUNITY

AND

Arts Coordinator

ENTERPRISE

IN COMMUNITY

SERVICE
5:00 pm

THE

MINORITIES

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS: PUBLIC SECTOR
FRIDAY,

PREPARING

FAMILY:

7:00 pm White-Gravenor 301
8:00 pm

WEDNESDAY,

Career Planning and Placement

FAST GROWING CAREER FIELDS WHERE
ARE UNDERREPRESENTED

‘CAREER AWARENESS ‘86: EXPLORING BUSINESS
7:45 pm

Career Planning and Placement

CAREER FAIR: INFORMATION FROM REPRESENTATIVES
OF 30 DIFFERENT CAREER FIELDS

College Academic Council

25

INTERNATIONAL
4:00 pm

Gaston Hall

1:00 pm

GUNS Academic Counc

White-Gravenor 201A

DRESSING FOR OBJECTIVES, BY (JOS. A. BANK CLOTHIERS |
($25 Gift Certificate for all)

:

INSIGHTS

CAREER

NURSING

School of Languages and Linguistics

I.C.C. 105

Community

Involvement Program

FEBRUARY

28

CAREER
ANDAND
SERVICE
OPPORTUNITIES
SYNAGOGUES
CHURCHES
12:00 pm

Healy 108

ACADEMIC
4:30 pm

Campus

CAREER CHOICES

[1.C.C. 662

THROUGH

Ministries

FOR THE PH.D.

Graduate Student Organization

IMMIGRATION LAW AS IT AFFECTS U.S. EMPLOYMENT
OF FOREIGN NATIONALS
7:00 pm

White-Gravenor 208

Office of International Programs

Career Week is coordinated by Career Planning and Placement

Friday, February 21, 1986
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by Chris Donesa
OYA Asctotan News Batis
—
Director of Student Activities Walt
Cramer requested the International

|

Leadership Foundation (ILF) to cease
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All parties involved expect the issue
to be resolved soon, but Singh con-

group. “We're conducting an overview
of our overseas briefing program,” he

i

(SFS '86), Cramer “temporarily sus-

ceded that a failure to lift the ban on

said. “The

pended”

foreign travel would effectively cancel
the two planned trips. He stressed that

administrative mechanisms
where there are none.”

are

however,

Moore Said

constitutes petty

stolen

in the

future,

legal

action

Photo
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|
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that he did not confirm this with Campbell,

rom the machines.

:

4

sh

papers occurred on a small scale until last year, when

:

|

construction

ho

!

complex began. Since that time, as many as 20 of Riggs’

2

he

on

Village

C

(U8 [memamsirereives oo

the

Leavey

Center

his

own

initiative

Cote

sultation

with

the

SAC

aim

is simply

to build
in

areas

prior to the

;

announcement. “We had o> say in this
action he said
Larson said that the SAC had little
alternative bat to. wait: for further
dctiontrom
they hal
Cramer, b because thevhad
rom Cramer.
fot received ithe details behind the
Se “We haven't) really been left
action.
ith t
It
da
Walt h
with
too many alternatives.
Walt
has
placed it in his hands,” said Larson. “I
’
§
would like to know what
the problem

A
i
i
|
oh
“H

knowing what’s going on,” he explained.
According to ILF Executive Director
Adish Singh (SES ’87), who is also an
I

SAC

Commissioner,

Cramer

action

1

served merely to clarify administrative
: surrounding
:
:
details
the club’s) foreign
“I
t
:
programs.
“It’s not a suspension per
ide “He “He didn’
se,” "h he said.
didn’t suspend d'ihthe
Ur. , n he requested us not to travel
:
:
abroad pending
the completion
of

some formalities.” He pointed to the

Director of Student Activities Walt Cramer informed the ILF that it would

Riggs, a former GU Student Association presidential

role of the faculty advisor and moder-

be unable to send students abroad until further notice.

i

Hn

candidate, was succeeded by his sister Lori (NUR 88)

Post

this semester

as campus

delivery coordinator
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is. It’s hard to pass judgment without
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Students for a Peaceful Future Holds Forum

for the
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and

on

SRE
;
have
5 been removed by Riggs’ carriers.
Once we were told that that was not the system,
Sie
rr
”
then we handled the problem,”
Riggs
said. “We reim;
:
Jom
bursed
the
guy,
and
he
said
nothing,
and
everything’s
:
A
:
fine.: We didn’t know there s was a flaw in the system

until [I heard from Moore].

|

Guy

Since November, according to Moore, no newspapers

Riggs commented that the problem of missing news-

vl

by

ILF

following difficulties with the role of
the faculty advisor on the group’s last
trip. “This was simply announced to us
Thursday,” Larson said. He also rindicated that there had been no con-

Jim Riggs (CAS '86) instructed carriers to Su Cae
newspapers from Post vending machines.
z
Moore, who concluded that the campus delivery
coordinator was responsible for his stolen papers
because the problem stopped over the summer, when
there are no student subscribers, caught one carrier
“stealing”
Moore
complained
: to
:
:
a
hoo papers ain October.
Ri
iggs,who said he “warned” his deliverers to discontinue
the practice.
5
:
aes
;
. Two deliverers who asked not to be identified said
:
:
they received no such message from Riggs. One of the
deliverers said he was not aware of the incident having
taken place.
In November, another deliverer was caught taking
papers from a machine at New South. Moore again
complained to Riggs, who this time sent a notice to his
employees informing them that removing the papers
was illegal.

against

Se
:
:
who
had been his distributor
during
his three and a half
:
;
:
year tenure as delivery coordinator.
:
:
Riggs also said that he could . not remember the
names
of
the
persons
who told him to remove papers
£
f

|

i

According to Student Activities Commission (SAC) Chairman Steve Larson

“Past delivery people,” according to Riggs, told him
that this was the way the system operated. Riggs said,

he
tal
h
he
[ry
es.
|
ve

to discuss,” he said. However, he did
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o
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=
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Campbell from having to make a second delivery.
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its funding

i
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i
|
8
|
1
|
!

Riggs will be taken.
:
:
on
;
\
Riggs, who admitted giving some of his deliverers
quarters and instructing them to remove papers from
the Post machines, called this practice the result of an
“obvious natural assumption.” He explained that because
his newspaper bundles are
off
“logical”
it dropped
hi cases
Post in many
Iv 30 or 40 fe t £
only 30 or
eet from Post machines, it was “logica
for him to assume that the machines were stocked by
eg
:
his distributor, Julius Campbell.
“We're
all
king
for
the Post” Ri
dH
ere all working for the
Post,”
Riggs said.
He
added that it was his original understanding that “if we
put a quarter in a machine and took papers from there,
it’s the same thing as them [Riggs’ distributor] bringing
us papers.” Riggs said he thought this would prevent

T'S

receives

io

concur with the optimism expressed
by Singh regarding the issue’s resolution. “I'm very pleased with the progress we're making,” Cramer commented.
ILF President Joe Anderson (SES
’86) also did not speak on the recent
decision, but commented on the organjzational review going on inside the

papers

od

ILF

i
J
4

from outside sources, it is an SAC
chartered club and is subject to the
jurisdiction of the Commission, and
thus must cooperate with Cramer's
request to clarify its operation. “We
just want things straightened out,” said
Singh. “I have had two meetings with
Walt (Cramer) and have more scheduled.

No legal charges were pressed against Riggs, who
reimbursed Moore $100 and was allowed to continue in
his job. Newsstand/street sales zone manager George
Schmith, Moore’s supervisor, said, however, that if

ed
0.
ef

Although

the problems should be solved by that
time, however, and encouraged continued application to the programs. g
Cramer wold not comment on his
action. “I don’t think it’s appropriate

further overseas travel programs pending the resolution of organizational
details for the group’s activities. Although the issue is expected to be
resolved in the near future, any delay
could lead to the cancellation of planned visits over spring break to Saudi
Arabia and the People’s Republic of
China

Steal papers. anoiehse

th
ol
ry

ator in the program and the form
which the orientation sessions which
precede the actual travel should take
as the issues which the group and
Cramer had under clarification.

1

by Cary Brazeman
HOYA Copy Editor
oes
os
Ta
”
:
:
f an Rimes ig
gy Sa
Ociober and: November 100 ihetric dng Bis carriers to
put one quarter in a Post vending machine and remove
all the newspapers they needed when they were short
;
;
;
Mike Moore, the Post’s newsstand/street sales repre-

larceny.

;
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Cramer Suspends ILF Spring Trips

Riggs Accused of

|
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IS

vice professors will teach a course on
international relations and foreign
policy as professors in residence at the

Meeting of Deans and Directors of
Academics of Diplomacy.
Georgetown also recently established

Diplomatic Academy. The course will

new programs in Africa and China.

CS

P
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Ice

by Michael Smith
HORA Seat Waieos

|

Jeff R
Iii
y
tm
aff
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HOTA neti Wie
Although Students for a Peaceful
Future (SPF) has a budget in excess of
$8000 and is hosting a conference with
over 500 schools expected to partici-

Th

:

rogr

dns

d
rod

will be familiar with this new student
have separate guest speakers, discusgroup. Y “We are trying to educate
sions and forums, > but they will be
people on the complicated subject of
brought together by the drafting of
peace,” Jiang commented. “We want = one student resolution on peace, which
to bring the apathetic students together
is the major goal of the conference. “It
and have them do something they
will truly be an academic challenge,”
might not think they could as indiJiang said, “to combine views from the

A

ill

|

The School of Foreign Service and

pate, SPF is struggling to overcome

viduals.”

five areas and many individual con-

i

J.

|

the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna
expanded their joint programs with a
new educational exchange program
for faculty and students in the two
schools. The School of Foreign Service
will host 12 Diplomatic Academy students this spring for two weeks of
lectures, seminars and visits with area

stress international economic issues.
Study abroad students now have the
The program, funded by the AusUniversity of Zambia as an option,
trian/American Foundation of New
with primary fields of study in African
York, builds on a 15 year collaboration = Development, Economics, History and
between the Diplomatic Academy and
Political and Administration Studies.
the School of Foreign Service. The
In addition, the School of Languages
Diplomatic Academy is the oldest
and Linguistics has started an Interschool of diplomatic relations in the
cultural Exchanges Program for the

anonymity at GU, according to its
organizers.
Comprised entirely of Georgetown
undergrads, SPF developed as a campus organization last fall and will
sponsor a two day peace conference
April 5 and 6.
By the first week in April, David

“We are not right or left wing,” Eric
cerns into one resolution in only two
Bode (SFS ’88) said. “Those would be
days. But we know there aren’t any
wrong characterizations and we want
easy answers.”
to get away from that. We are trying to
Once the group realizes the goal of
educate people about peace from all
writing a unified resolution, they hope
directions, not a biased one.”
to use it as a public rallying point. “We
SPF is dividing the Peace Conference
would then send it everywhere,” Bode
into fiye, major, issue, areas: PONEFLY., said. St .would serve as a common

4
A

i

government

world, and the directors of both schools

study of Language, Linguistics and Law"

Jiang

nucleari issues, world unger, apartheid voice for students and as a symbol for

2isbr

makers. This fall, several Foreign Ser- \ -are permanent co-chairs of the Annual =

with the People’s Republic of China."

man, hopes many Georgetown students
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STUDENTS

24-Hr.

(G.E.R.M.S.)

‘Campus Ministry

! !

JEWISH CHAPLAINCY
Friday, February 21, 1986

PROTESTANT

Sunday Worship Service

representative will be in White Gravenor 201A to speak to
G.U. women interested in participating in the local pageant.
All G.U. women who have never been married, and who are
at least 17 years old, are eligible.

9:30 ain. Bey. Pr (lofi: 81

pageant will represent the metropolitan area in the Miss

America pageant.
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9-week internship, apartments, British faculty.
ina: Politics
iti
All programs offered Fall and Spring:
and
Journalism/Mass Communications also offered Summer.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
———————————
—— — ——— ee
NAME
2

SATURDAY

SUN DAY

Semester programs include 16 credits,

:

* 1 FREE topping
AY: FROM 4 p.m. ON es
* DRAFT BEER

MONDAY -—

Wednesday lenten evening prayer at 4:30 p.m. in St. William Chapel (Copley Hall).
This vespers service consists of psalms, a scriptual reading and sung prayer to mark
the passing of the day’s light.
It has been the custom at the University to direct our lenten almsgiving to assist the
missionary apostolate of the Society of Jesus, particularly the works of the
Maryland Province in Chile and India. At the rear of Dahlgren on either side of the
main aisle there is an offering box into which your alms can be placed.
Choir rehearsal for Paschal Triduum on Saturday, February 21, 1:00 p.m.,
Dahlgren Chapel. This is open to all who want to lend their voice to our worship in
Dahlgren Chapel during Holy Week and Easter.
Students and faculty who will be on campus during holy week and are willing to
assist at the liturgies of the Paschal Triduum by serving, reading and the like are
invited to leave word at Campus Ministry, Healy 113, 625-3022.
Students interested in joining with other Roman Catholics for fellowship, prayer
and study are invited to meet next Wednesday, February 26, at 7:00 pin in the
Nevils Community Room.
“Career and Service Opportunities through Churches and Synagogues,” Friday,
February 28, Noon-3:00 p.m., Healy Room #108.

L

:
Art/Architecture

1 1 4 5

* %
AGEMENT
=

pm

ADDRESS

CITY

[J Art/Architecture
[1] Business/Economics
Summer '86

:
— ——
(

STATE

———

zip

——— —
PHONE

)

[]Journalism/Mass Communications ~~ 04
[J Politics
Fall '86

Spring '87

Return To: London Internships, 143 Bay State Rd., Boston, MA 02215

i
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LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

For more information contact Tom Hopkins at 625-4211.

MOND

CHAPLAINCY

Dahlgren Chapel
Saturday 5:15 p.m. Vigil Rev. J. Redington, SJ.
9:45 a.m. Rev. J. Gres-Gayer
7:00 p.m. Rev. A. Mitchell, SJ
11:00 a.m. Rev. R. Davis, SJ
10:00 p.m. Rev. C. Campbell, SJ
11:15 p.m. Rev. T. King, SJ
12:15 p.m. Rev. W. J. Burghardt, SJ
Copley Crypt
St. William Chapel 10:30 p.m. Rev. F. Schemel, SJ
St. Mary’s Chapel
11:00 p.m. Rev. T. O'Neill, SJ

that date.

in local scholarships. In addition the winner of the Miss D.C.

CUIS

CATHOLIC

Second Sunday in Lent
15:5-12
Genesis
Philippians 3:17-4:11
Luke
9:28-36

This year the Miss D.C. program hopes to award $25,000

ITALIAN

Chapel

Rev. Dr. Katherine G. Epperly, preaching

Please purchase your
remaining Course Books by

on campus, Monday, March 3, from 4:15 to 8:15 p.m. The

William

(1st PL., Conley Ta)
“0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem”

1.

ROMAN

A representative of the local Miss America Pageant will be

CHAPLAINCY

11:00 a.m.
Sunday, February 23, 1986

ATTENTION G.U. LADIES!

2

JSA House

1314 36th St.

Reservations: Maryla Korn, 625-6780

The University Bookstore
will return overstock Course
term on March

3 3 3

Shabbat Dinner
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Speaker: 8:30 p.m.

“1986 Update Jewish Community-Local and Israel”
Mrs. Phyllis Margolius

Books for the Spring 1986

Georgetown Park Mall

:

ERS

Service:
Dinner:

Ambulance
Call
625-HELP

Medical
Service

|

VATE

On Campus

Response

will ‘what students can do.”

AL ARIE BS

ATTENTION
Georgetown
Emergency

group
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“Jewish Students in the US Facing 1986,” lecture by Herman Taube, poet, author of

b

“Between

1

the Shadows,”

Sunday, February

23, 11:00 a.m., Nevils Community

Room.
y
Inquiry Rev.
into Catholicism
Tuesday evening, h from 8:15 to 9:15 p.m., ’ in 108
Healy.
I. Curric, SI, —Every
facilitator,
An opportunity to reflect on the liturgy and readings with Fr. Francis Scheme, for

i

all Lectors and Eucharistic Ministers. Mondays at 7:00 p.m. at the ICC Galleria.
Muslim Prayer Room: The room adjacent to Copley Crypt Chapel on the ground
level of Copley Hall has been reserved exclusively as a place for Muslim prayers. It
is open daily from early morning until late evening. Special Friday Prayer will take
place there at 1:00 p.m.

A
A
1
|
1

FOR MORE INFORMATION please call Campus Ministry, 625-3022.
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1

J
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Summer '87

i:

(617) 353-9888.
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Chisholm Sees Moral Apathy in America
look at the tube and the superficial
manifestations of [Reagan’s| behav-

by Mark A. Thompson
HOYA

Staff Writer

ior without doing any homework,”

“America as I see it today is
struggling desperately for its moral-

4ty. The people in this country today
seem to be in a state of semiparalysis,” former Representative
Shirley Chilsholm (D-NY): told a
Gaston Hall crowd Wednesday,
February 12.

The 1972 candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination expressed dismay in light of the Ameri-

can

citizen's

regarding

lack

of cognizance

Washington's

she averred.
Chisholm added that Americans
today do not in any way compare with those who participated
in the movements for civil, rights

and against the Vietnam War.
She noted, “The common barometer [in the 1950's, 60’s and early
70's] was that people had a concern
for the amelioration of the human
condition. We put our shoulders
to the brow and we worked and

worked until we were able to make
some gains— gains from which you
[students] now benefit.”

Finally, Chisholm

implored stu-

dents in institutions of higher learn-

ing to heed the adage, “To whom
much

is given, much

is expected.”

“The time has come when we
can no longer be complacent. We
[must] decide, I'm going to |dedicate]|[ four hours a month to some-

thing

beyond

self.” We

forget so

quickly the paths [laid [for us...and
those [now]|to whom we have to
bequeath a legacy,” she concluded.

socioeco-

Photo

nomic strategies. She declared that
Americans fail to realize that polcies which seemingly

support wo-

men, children and even the family

. unit

as a whole

actually

serve

Improved Communication Marked

as

“deceitful blankets of moral values
disguising bills containing underlying motives detrimental to such

Ouweleen/Dee Administration

interest groups.
She argued that the GOP’s rightwing base deserves blame for tactics
which prevent the Equal Rights

Ouweleen’s platform also included a plank stating that

Amendment’s passage and threaten
tuition tax-credits for working wom-

by Mary Carroll Johansen

en with children, a group which
comprises over half the female
population.
Yet, Chisholm commented, President Reagan’s landslide reelection
provides evidence to support the
fact that Americans remain undis-

Improved communication between Georgetown students
and the Georgetown University Student Association

turbed by such platforms.
“All

[Americans]

do

is sit and

HOYA

he wanted to remove control of the Election Commission
from appointment but he decided to drop that proposal

News Editor

since attaining office as well. “The pragmatic reason was
that I couldn’t think of another body or person to appoint
them that would make things less troublesome,” Quweleen

(GUSA) was a watchword of the presidental team of Mark
~Ouweleen (CAS '86) and Dennis Dee (CAS ’86) during

Former Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm criticized America’s lack of
political and social awareness in a speech February 12.

said, realizing that enough conflicting factions exist in
GUSA to ensure that no faction will ever gain control.
Ouweleen has been particularly impressed with this

their campaign last February. “We'll come back to you
after the election, through casual public fora on dorm
floors, telephone surveys, petitions and the institution of
GUSA floor reps,” the candidates promised in aYiswpoint
article in The HOYA.

year’s Election Commission. “They are really by the book

and scrupulously fair,” he said.

Twelve months later, Ouweleen believes this goal has in

88 Percent of Junior Class Wins Lottery

large measure been attained through the institution of his
Groundhog Buster system on dormitory floors and in the
apartment villages.

by Jon Cowen
HOYA

Staff Writer

1987 dormitory-room winners will be
given priorities and permitted
to
choose from available rooms on March

21.
All rising juniors who in January
The 100 rising seniors who failed to
specified a preference for campus
receive a guarantee of housing through
housing either as juniors or seniors
were granted their preferences, the .
Office of Residence Life announced
February 18. In addition, 753 of the
853 rising seniors who entered the
1986-87 housing lottery were guaranteed on-campus accommodations for
next year.
Of the 1380 students comprising the

the lottery will be placed at the top of
the on-campus waiting list and, according to Director of Housing Services R. Carter Ward, “are virtually
assured of housing” for the 1986-87
school year.

“Our main accomplishment was putting some action
behind the words ‘GUSA is a representative of the students’
by keeping up the intensity of publicity and visibility that
used to be restricted to campaign periods,” Ouweleen said.
“I'd say of anything we did this year, the Groundhog
Busters was the thing GUSA needed most and the thing I
think it’s most important they continue because it didn’t
allow us ever to forget the students we're supposed to be
serving.”
The October

the Student

1985 freshman

elections, however,

Activities Commission

(SAC)

from

one was on the ballot.

lottery in groups of four were given a
priority ranking of “A”, “B” or “C”,
with the three categories scheduled to

time, Ouweleen is now against it because “the SAC

from March 3-5, after which class of

“I think the reason the turnout for that was small was

that the issue was very boring for most people,” OQuweleen
noted. “I don’t thing questions like that should be in the
Constitution . . . just issues you really don’t want changed.”
Although he supported the SAC amendment at the

HOYA

Two Georgetown

students celebrate the 1986-87 lottery results. =

file photo

Ouweleen also hopes that the number of assembly
representatives for each year will increase from four to six
students. The Assembly voted against including this as an
amendment for the upcoming GUSA elections.
At

the

outset

of

his

adminstration,

Ouweleen

as ‘successfully addressed. The Center Cafe was denied
space-in the Leavey Center, outdoor direct lines to GUPS
were never installed and a campus-wide entertainment fee
was dismissed as unfeasible by Provost J. Donald Freeze,

tends

to consider itself too separate from the Assembly and
while they should function separately from the Assembly
they need to remember that the justification for having the
SAC controlled by GUSA is that that makes its decision
ultimately responsible to the students and havi ng Hos,
‘Assembly people on the SAC helps to maintain’ that ttie.

SJ.
While Ouweleen

believes administration recognition of

GUSA is important, he also thinks that it is “essentially
just an official recognition. that GUSA as the voice of the
students so that when’ the’ administr8ition wanted student

opinion they*woiildgé(’it.through GUSA.”

SENIOR
Last Chance for
Yearbook Pictures

ud EID IS ON THE

Call 625-4421

for appointment.

Will be held in Healy Basement
1 not toolong until you'll be walking up to get
your degree. But there's something you could get

this is the best way we know to prove it.

right now that will help you in any walk of life. The
American Express® Card.
Because if you're a senior and you've
accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job, you
could get the American Express Card.
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. (And even if
you don't have a job right now, don't worry. This
offer is still good for 12 months after you graduate.)
This is a special offer from American Express be-

prove to be a great help to you in your career—for

cause, as graduating seniors, we think you're kind

of special. In fact, we believe in your future. And

©1985 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc

Of course, the American Express Card will

travel and for entertaining. And, to entertain yourself, you can use it to buy some new clothes for
work or some new things for home. In addition, the
Card is also a great way to help you begin to establish your credit history.

2/29

3/7

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to! Jive Spe
a
cial Student Application sentto (gs
you. Or look for one on campus.|§
The American Express Card.

was

tees. Ouweleen defended himself, saying “the reason it
took us so long was we had so many applicants and we
wanted to interview each one of them ourselves, and I
think in the long run it paid off.”
In addition to the new Groundhog Busters Committee,
Quweleen also ‘initiated a Transfer Committee, whose
major accomplishment was attaining guaranteed on-campus
housing for transfer students.
A number of other Ouweleen/Dee platforms were not

failed

three to

preference to the Office of Residence
Life in mid January. Of these, 419
requested junior-year housing while
777 preferred to remain on campus as
seniors.
Rising seniors “winning” the housing

consecutively select apartments on
March 2: This selection will be fol-

Ouweleen does support a constitutional amendment on
the February 27 ballot to change the structure of the Yard,
and make it responsible only for discussing major student
matters, not the day-to-day business of the Georgetown
community. Ouweleen believes the Yard worked “badly”
this year because it’s hard to “get these very busy people to
take an interest in the Yard if there isn’t a real major
campus issue that directly affects their club to talk about.”

criticized for delaying his appointments to GUSA commit-

to attract even one quarter of the student body to the
polls, although candidates were running for all four
freshman assembly seats, and an amendment to change
the number of GUSA representatives required to serve on

class of 1988, 1196 actually reported a

lowed by.an “add, drop, switch” period

by Pia Hoffman

.GUSA President Mark Ouweleen (left) and Vice President Dennis Dee used their Groundhog Busters to improve
communication between the students and GUSA.

|B|

Don’t leave school without its (§

P.S. '85 Yearbooks available: Call!
and '86 ads on sale now.
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AMENDMENT

TO THE GUSA CONSTITUTION
REVISIONS

. NAME, AFFILIATION, RESPONSIBILITIES, POWERS

C. Terms of Office:

their approval by the Assembly and remain in office until the successors are appointed.
All previous committee members are required to act as advisors for the newly
appointed committees until May 1.

10. charter independent enterprises as it deems appropriate and as allowable under
University policy. Such enterprises shall not, as an organization, be subject to any GUSA

II. STUDENT ASSEMBLY
Meetings and Agenda: The Assembly shall meet regularly during the academic year at

such times and places as the Chair, or the Assembly by rule may determine. All
minutes and agendas of such meetings shall be posted in all residence hall floors and
residence hall offices.

G. Quorum: A quorum of the Assembly shall be not less than a majority of the current
must be present in order to conduct

G. Leadership: The Assembly shall choose from its membership a chairperson who shall
preside at all meetings of the Assembly. The Assembly shall also choose a vice
chairperson who shall automatically assume the position of the chair in the event of
the chair’s absence. The chair and vice-chair must both be at least second semester
sophomores.

VIII VACANCIES
A. Representatives: A vacancy in the office of a Representative shall be filled at a special
election or the next following election as the Assembly shall determine.

B. Lecture Fund:
2. Composition. The Lecture Fund shall be composed of at least nine members, including a
Chair and at least one Representative, appointed by the President with the advice and
consent of the Assembly.
C. Election Commission:
2. Composition. The Election Commission shall be composed of at least nine seniors
who shall be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Assembly.
The Election Commission shall select its own Chair. No elected official of GUSA may

break a tie. In case of a tie, the Vice-President may cast the deciding vote, the proposal
must be reconsidered at the next meeting.
4. Censure or explusion: At the request of the President, or six Representatives, a motion
shall be in order to censure a Representative for failure to fulfill the duties of the office.
A majority of the current Assembly membership may censure a Representative. If a
motion is brought for a second time within a single term against a single Representative,
three-fourths of the current membership may expel the member.

be a member of the Election Commission.
D.

2. serve as one of the following:

other Assembly action.

F. Removal:
good and
President
members
Members
Assembly

‘the
Wel

+ McI
silen
“Mu

Members, including Chairs, of agencies/commissions may be removed fora
sufficient cause, including non-performance of assigned duties, by the
or a majority of the current membership of the Assembly, except that
of the Election Commission may not be removed during election periods.
removed by the President may be reinstated by a vote of two-thirds of the
called to meet in a timely fashion, a quorum being present.

then

sibil
tabu

mac
afte
inu

elec
they

I. Parliamentary Authority: The Chair of the Assembly shall propose internal rules of the:

C. President: The President shall:
5. be required to remain in the Washington, D.C. area through the summer to serve as
the undergraduate Student Representative, unless excused by reasons deemed necessary
by two-thirds vote of the Assembly.
6. perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Assembly.
D. Vice President: The Vice-President shall:
5. be empowered to call meetings of the Yard.
6. perform such other duties as may be assigned by the Assembly.

Assembly at its second meeting. These rules shall be approved by a simply majority “*

Constitution and GUSA by-laws.

as a means

Each official body of GUSA created under the authority of this Constitution shall
adopt and conduct its affairs in accordance with written rules. Their rules shall’be
consistent with this Constitution and other provisions adopted pursuant to the
authority of this Constitution. The GUSA office shall maintain copies of all such rules
and GUSA by-laws and shall make them available upon request.

to handle day to day

B. Authority and Responsibility: The Yard shall have the authority and responsibility for
identifying and articulating positions on issues relevant to the student body and the
University community, for maintaining open communications between all sectors of

for recommending

B. GUSA Code: GUSA shall maintain a code of all official actions and decisions/ policies
of the Assembly.

plans of action to the GUSA

administration, and for helping to mobilize student action in cases of importance. It
shall also have the independent authority, upon four-fifths vote of its membership, to
petition the University administration on any matter.
C. Composition: The Vice-President shall have the authority to call meetings of the Yard.
The Chairman of the Yard with the approval of two-fifths of the current membership
of that body shall have the authority to call meetings of the Yard. Membership of the
Yard shall include:
1. The Vice-President of GUSA:
2. The Chair of the Student Assembly:
3. The Chief Executives of GUSFECU, the Corp, the Pub, and the Cafe:
4. The presiding officers of WGTB, the Georgetown Voice, and The HOYA:
5. The chief executive of the GSO:
is Jack the Bulldog:

7. The Chairman of the Senior Class Committee and a representative of NSO.
8. The Ephus of the Georgetown Chimes.

9. Either the President of the GAAP or the President of the Blue/Gray Club:

DELETIONS
II.

STUDENT

Ne

ASSEMBLY

E. Special Sessions.
F. Notice/Agenda.
I. Internal Rules:
1. ... censure members for neglect of duty and, with the concurrence of two-thirds of the

current membership, expel a member.
J. Duties of Representatives:
3. GUSA Activities.
4. Censure or Expulsion.

of the time, date, and place of all Yard

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICIALS

D. Duties and Internal Rules: The Yard shall:
presidential term, before September

+0

Notice: Precise notice of proposed Constitution Amendments, as will appear on the ballot,
must be presented to the student body fifteen days, University holidays excepted, before the
election. Such notice must be through written advertisement through the campus media or direct
campus mailing to the entire undergraduate student body.

zations.

1. shall meet at least once each GUSA

x

XV. AMENDMENTS

10. The President of GUSA may also appoint leaders from different student organi
shall be notified beforehand

governance of GUSA
shall also constitute
two-thirds vote of the
by-law or amendment

has been given to all Representatives.

A. Purpose: The purpose of the Yard is to serve as an additional means for student
opinion to be gauged and for students to effect action on issues in which student
opinion is unusually united. It is not intended
administrative activities of GUSA.

YARD

10, and

shall elect a chairman at its first meeting.

2. shall provide for its own procedures, except as specifically provided for by this

VI. ELECTIONS
A. Timing:

Constitution, or by GUSA or University Policy.

3. Members

VIL ELECTIONS
A. Timing
3. all members of GUSA committees standing at the time of the presidential elections,
shall be named by the newly elected President and submitted to the Assembly for
approval no later than April 15.

. gon
I (cA

vote. All other bodies under GUSA shall be governed by the most recent edition of_.
Robert's Rules of Order in all cases where applicable and when consistent with this
XIV. BY-LAWS and GUSA CODE
A. By-Laws: By-laws of GUSA shall be adopted to provide for the
affairs in matters not provided for in this Constitution, and
official GUSA policy. By-laws may be adopted or amended by a
Assembly provided that ten days written notice of any proposed

YARD

The Assembly
meetings.

class
~ Cac
Cart
offic
syste
| the

XIII. GENERAL POLICIES

III. EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

6. The student who

Commission:

E. Internal Procedure: A quorum shall consist of a majority of the current membership of
an agency/commission. Each agency/commission shall provide for its own procedures
except as specifically provided by this Constitution, GUSA or University policy, or by

a. a member of a service/study committee;
b. a member of an agency/commission;
c. a Representative Delegate; or
d. a Project Director.
3. participate fully in all official Assembly functions and his/her respective committee/
commission/agency/project.
4. represent the views of his/her class or the entire undergraduate student
body.
5. required to organize acts to promote class unity.
6. senior class representatives shall be members of the Senior Class Committee.

fit

Communications

1. Responsibility. The Communications Commission shall be responsible for the
gathering of student opinion and the dissemination of information on issues important
and pertinent to the undergraduate student body.
2. Composition. The Communications Commission must be comprised of at least one
representative for every residence facility on the undergraduate campus.

J. Duties of Representatives: Each Representative shall:
1. hold office hours in the GUSA office.

and GUSA,

*

XL. AGENCIES AND COMMISSIONS

I. Internal Rules:
2. Any Representative may present proposals of policy or action to the Assembly
for its decision. A majority vote of the Representatives there present, a quorum being
present, shall constitute adoption of the proposal. A tie shall not be construed as a
majority vote: nor may the chair having voted as a Representative, also vote to make or

the student body

en

This quorum

Te—T—T—

membership of the Assembly.
official Assembly business.

—_

B. Executive Officers: Executive Officers may be removed from office by recall election.
Such recall election may be demanded upon a three-fourths vote of the current
membership of the Assembly, or upon petition of students numbering one-fifth the °
number of voters in the previous Executive election. Upon receipt of such demand, the
Election Commission shall conduct a recall election no fewer than fifteen days, nor =
more than thirty days, University holidays excepted, from such receipt. Removal shall
take place only upon a majority of those voting, provided that one-fourth of the whole
undergraduate student body shall have voted in the election.
an

CO(ll
—

VIL. REMOVALS

hi

action other than as expressly specified in this Constitution or GUSA by-laws. Members
of governing bodies of GUS A-authorized enterprises appointed by GUSA are, however,
subject to removal for fail! re to comply with GUSA policy and directives.

D.

?

4. All appointed GUSA officials including committee members shall take office upon

Powers:

TC
—

D.

of the Yard.

C. Terms of Office:
4. Other appointed GUSA officials, including committee members, shall serve until
the successors are appointed or until removed, whichever comes first.
IX. REPRESENTATIVE DELEGATES

4. all presidential appointments to the Yard shall be named no later than September

ENTERPRISES

10.

XII

COMMITTEES FOR SERVICE AND STUDY

Respectively submitted,
Charlie Brown for the Constitution Committee; Libby Carty for the Student Assembly; and Mark Ouweleen for the Student Association.
Proposition One will be on the February 27 General Election ballot. A 40% turnout is necessary for consideration.
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New North Extinguishers Operable
cooperation

by Tony Viola
HOYA

All eight fire extinguishers in New
North are fully operational and are in
compliance with the District of Col|

|

Resident

They

The second floor of New North has
thorized use of fire extinguishers. Al
Davidson (SBA '88), a resident of
Second New North last year, recalled
“several instances where campus rowdies discharged fire extinguishers without subsequent reprisals.”

of Residence Life Assistant Director
| Kathy Wach.
“We are anxious to review the procedures involved in maintaining the
fire extinguishers and remedy any
inadequacies,” Wach commented.
Robert Hill-Murry, the administrator
Plant,

the students.

had a history of problems with unau-

umbia Fire Laws, according to Office

of Physical

from

should realize that discharging extinguishers is a fire hazard and try to
police each other when possible.”

Staff Writer

An

Group,

official

from

the

District

of

Columbia Fire Department said, “Fire

said, “We have had problems keeping
' the extinguishers charged because on
weekends, students discharge them

extinguishers on a residence hall must
be completely charged at all times

quite frequently. We do our best to

broken or unfilled fire extinguishers
on any dorm hall, then there is defi-

without any exceptions.

see that they remain filled but we need

If there are

Chomsky Condemns

nitely a violation of the District's fire
code.”

U.S. Interference Abroad

‘

Vandalism “is a serious and costly
problem. We are constantly battling
students who destroy school property,”
Hill-Murry

continued.

“For

example,

just to keep the elevators running. . . .

by Kaizer M. Nyatsumba
HOYA Staff Writer

An unbelievable amount of our time is
dedicated to repairing damage done
by vandals.”
Hill-Murry noted that the biggest
problem Physical Plant faces “is simply

eign policy, according to foreign
policy expert and MIT professor,
Noam Chomsky, are American financial reserves, American interests

vandalism has cost us $30,000 a year

The main elements of U.S. for-

that students don’t realize how vital
their cooperation is if we are to maintain pleasant living accommodations.”

Physical Plant, which has a staff of
54 employees, is responsible for housekeeping and general maintenance on
campus.

Photo by Virginna

Physical
Murry

Plant

Director

Bob

Chin

Hill-

HOYA

portions,

The majority of the students polled
visited the Tombs ten or more times
before January 1, the date that the

ownership of the restaurant switched
from
TT—T—

Communications Committee Chairman
Bob Redmond (CAS ’88) noted that,
“since (GUSA) is representing the

ion of changes at the Tombs restaurant,

restaurant under its new management.

TT

prove. Among them the most common

limited menu and price list, the poorer

following its purchase by Clyde, Inc.
The results of the survey reveal widespread student dissatisfaction with the

alumnus

Richard

McCooey

to

Clyde’s owner John Laytham. 399 students have been to the Tombs since

Bob Redmond (CAS '88)

Viewpoint article, asked GUSA for
their endorsement of the boycott.

The Georgetown Student Association (GUSA) recently surveyed approximately 500 students on their opin-

complaints were the higher prices, the

quality of food
and

and service, smaller
atmos-

students, we wanted to get their opinion.” Hillyer agreed that the survey

favorably

was “a responsible and cautious thing
to do.”

a disappointing

phere and choice of music.
Ten

students

responded

to the fact that the restaurant is less
crowded, and that Clyde’s specials are

offered.
345 of the approximately 500 polled
said that they planned to visit the
Tombs less frequently
the changes.

as a result of

Quin Hillyer (CAS °86), after urging
a boycott of the Tombs in a HOYA

SA Candidates Speak

i

y

said

GUSA,

representative.

Bob.

Redmond

tablished in the Middle East, Central America and other Third World
countries. “We support war if there
is a danger that popular organizations and self-help church groups
move towards social reform and
democracy. Our enemies are the
indigenous people. We always want
to make sure that radical nationalism does not take place in Central

maintained, as they did in Haiti.
“The U.S. began openly calling for
a democratic process in Haiti only
when the country was already get-

ting out of control. The U.S. was
quiet all the time American interests
were not threatened,”
commented.

Chomsky charged that the American media are incapable of reporting the mass murder of people, the
raping of girls as young as 14 by
policemen, and widespread tortures.
He said the U.S. press did not report

the murder of an El Salvadoran
archbishop who opposed President
Carter's military aid to El Salvador.
“The same incident was published
in the world press and church news-

papers,” Chomsky continued. “However, the U.S. press was the first to
applaud the results of the 1984 El
Salvadoran

elections,

|
|
|
|

|
|

|

Gary

Miller,

director

of the

Uni-

versity’s Investment Properties, which
owns the land across from the Walsh
building, shares GUSA’s desire to give
The Tombs’ new owners ample time
to establish themselves. He explained

Photo by Pia Hoffman

Presidential candidate Paul Caccamo

EROEY SRVR

America and that our right of access
to their resources is not prevented,”

Chomsky commented.
According to Chomsky, the U.S.
seeks complete destabilization of
those countries which try to prevent
U.S.

access

to

their

resources.

“Some people feel that where the
U.S. has needs, we must be prepared to use violence to attain our
needs,” he said. The rationale be-

hind this philosophy, Chomsky said,
is fear of power in those countries
or just a mere attempt to shield the
guilty.
The U.S. has a reputation for
remaining quiet and clandestinely
supporting

dictatorship,

Chomsky

Photo by Guy Cote

Dr. Noam

that while it is understood that The
Tombs remains a student-oriented operation, Clyde's is under “no legal obligation to have a student tavern,” and
the University “can’t arbitrarily revoke
their lease ... We'd have to wait until
they show an inability to cooperate
and be sensitive to our needs.”
Miller said the University will probably wait until the summer before
taking any action.

Pneumonia Kills GU Senior
by Mark Landler
HOYA Editor-in-Chief
Steve Champion, a senior in the
School of Foreign Service, died Wednesday evening at Georgetown University Hospital of “acute pneumonia,”
according to Rev. Robert J. Rokusek,
Director of Campus Ministry.

Champion checked into the hospital
Wednesday afternoon, after friends
advised him to seek medical help for a
bad cough. He died several hours later,

before midnight, Rokusek

Sea church in Ponte Vedra, FL.

Champion is the son of Arthur and
Teresa

Milam

Champion

had

of

Ponte

returned

tions pay $5.00/hour.

|

If you're interested in the workings of government and

(CAS '87).

|
|

and able to

|
|

type accurately for data entry purposes, we invite you
to apply.

|

Please send

a letter and resume

to:

General Manager

|
|

Washington On-Line

|

Washington,

Street,

Southeast

D.C. 20003.

No telephone inquiries, please.

~~ WASHINGTON ON-LINE

School. Oncecommissioned,

REI
EC

oo
sie
vee
ae

further professional growth

You’lluncover yourpotential and get the responsibility

and decision-making auth-

Vedra,

FL.

to George-

town for his senior year, after taking
last year off.

We have immediate full- and part-time positions for
enthusiastic and energetic college students—or recent
graduates. Washington On-Line is a young and growing organization, offering challenging assignments and
an aggressive promote-from-within policy that results
in excellent opportunities for advancement. All posi-

bl

said.

Rokusek said that a memorial mass
in Champions memory will be cele- 4
brated today at 4:00 p.m. in Dahlgren Chapel. He will be buried at 11:00
a.m. at the Our Lady of the Star of the

We need you to help us gather and organize political
and legislative information for our on-line federal information database.

politics, available on a flexible schedule,

|
|
|
|

|

Chomsky

At Washington On-Line.

Eighth

the

ridicule the elections,” he said.

as

507

while

British press fought left and right to

Put your interest in government
to work.

|

Chomsky

restaurant.

silenced Moss until the question period, when the real
“Mundar” candidates appeared. McDermott then allowed
them to.answer questions alongside the other candidates.
The GUSA Election Commission is studying the possibility of purchasing new voting machines to facilitate
tabulation of election results. If instituted, the new voting
machines will be able to tabulate all votes within minutes
after the polls close. Although the machines will not be
in use this year, they may be purchased before next year’s
election. “If the machines are within our budget and if
they would improve voting procedure, they will be seriously
considered,”

not be able to make profits
affordable and comfortable
at the same time.”
was unavailable for com-

sponse from the Tombs before taking
further steps toward a boycott of the

Welch (CAS ’88) and Rithi Ratanawongsa (CAS ’88). Jim
McDermott (CAS ’86), election commission chairman,

| (CAS 88).

no reason whatsoever why the restau-

results of the survey to Laytham this
weekend. It will then wait for a re-

classmen lose rapport when they move .off campus,”
~ Caccamo noted; he would seek to bring them together.
Carter cited a lack of communication between housing
officials and students as the main difficulty. “The lottery
system is a disincentive to special interest housing and to
the Study Abroad Program,” Beckman declared.
+ The debate was disrupted by Kenneth Moss (CAS ’88),
the campaign manager of the “Mundar Party” of John
+

to “offer to meet with a five-member
committee of (GUSA’s) choice three
times in the next month to work out
some solution.” Hillyer said, “there is

ment.
GUSA plans to send a letter and the

continued from page 1

|

Since the results of the survey have
been tallied, Hillyer has written another
letter to Laytham, citing the results of
the GUSA survey, and urging Laytham

rant should
and remain
to students
Laytham

countries, and the interests of other
countries
are just
incidental,”

threatened when democracy is es-

then and have noticed changes in the

restaurant of which they did not ap-

Staff Writer

and the protection of American
resources against local populations.
“The U.S. considers its own interests first in its dealings with other
Chomsky told a packed audience
in Gaston Hall February 18.
:
Chomsky took U.S. foreign policy
to task, charging that the U.S. feels

Students Criticize Recent Tombs Changes
by Melicent Brenner

The HOYA, Page 7

rdeand
respect. Itputs
youastepahead. Contact

Yih,
orcall1-800-327-NAVY.
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Caccamo Best in Tepid Election
to continue to effectively represent its constituency.
This year’s election has, however, failed to

focus adequately on some of the major issues
facing current and future students. We submit

and

that for the remainder of the election period,

campaigning thus far has been low-key. This
should not, however, diminish in any way the

a number of issues deserve more extensive
consideration from all the candidates.

importance of the upcoming election and the

Chief among these is the organization and

day wants and needs of the student body.
Caccamo has his hand on the pulse of the
student body; this is crucial if GUSA is

The Ouweleen
When Mark Ouweleen and Dennis Dee campaigned for GUSA president and vice president last winter, the team pledged to bridge
the communication gap that existed between
students and their representatives,

and be-

tween GUSA and the administration. Ouweleen/Dee recognized that the effectiveness of
GUSA was tied directly to the degree of communication the organization fostered, and they

resolved to build on the gains of the Evert/
Fletcher

administration,

with

an

aim

to in-

creasing the credibility of Georgetown’s student voice.
One year later, GUSA remains unrecognized

by the University. Ouweleen/Dee were successful, however,

in achieving their primary

goal —increased communication. While all the
planks of their platform have not been fulfilled,
Ouweleen, a master politician and GU’s “Great
Communicator,” has exemplified a willingness
to listen and exhibited a sense of outreach that
alone must be considered a remarkable accomplishment. During the past year, GUSA be-

implementation

outlook

mark

these

of any

candidates

long-range

as the best

choice to assume the GUSA presidency and
vice-presidency. Their willingness to grapple
with issues such as the SAC and the core
curriculum

review,

however,

will be the lit-

mus test of their effectiveness in office.

Opus Revisited
GUSA as a representative student body was
more strongly felt across campus.
Ouweleen/Dee were successful in coordinating an efficient ticket distribution process for
the Final Four last spring, scheduling GUTS
bus service to the airport during the holidays,
securing space for a student-run pub in the

Center, increasing student involvement on
University committees, and fighting a proposed rise in the DC drinking age. Ouweleen/Dee
was also involved in designing the new housing
lottery system, increasing the listings available

in GUSA’s internship bureau and forming a
committee dedicated to the concerns of transfer
students.

very

different

in

format,

the same, that reason

is

not justification for eliminating one,
just as the factor of duplication does
not justify last semester’s threatened
elimination of Independent Theater
when the campus already had one
official theater group.
Landler contends that with one newspaper Georgetown will produce the
best journalism. But, as in the case of

theater at Georgetown, one club does
not necessarily “cull the very best.”
Student initiative in forming alternatives to the standard fare should always

a week.

Princeton, for ex-

ample, supports a daily without either.
There is nothing except initiative that
prevents The HOYA from semi-weekly
or even daily production. In asking the
University to rid the campus of its
competition and then to allocate the
extra money to one newspaper, The
HOYA would never reach the Ivy
League standard to which it seems to
aspire.

Anne Vallé Schlafly
CAS 86

Tombs Brouhaha
to the Center Cafe.
In any case, my dinner would

seems that Mr. Laytham would rather
add a “kiddie” section to his revised
menu, catering to Georgetown students, rather than treating them with
the respect they deserve.
After subjecting ourselves to the
weekly grind of Marriott food, many
of us look forward to our weekends

nessmen” would like to sit in my booth

The

achievements

of the Ouweleen/Dee

administration are many, and upon reflection;

dents who refused to stay seated. Both students
were

removed,

one forcibly, from

the arena

share in this excitement in recent years. Events
at last week’s Villanova game, however,

indi-

garding student conduct at games, it would be

cate the troublesome direction that control of
student crowds can take.

possible for future Hoya fans to know how to

I couldn’t help but feel insulted by
reading 1789 owner John Laytham’s

out on the town. For many years, the

event. While Saturday’s event may seem trivial
in comparison to that horror, it is important

decided to make an example of two GU

rational manner to avoid them.

for both GU students and the administrators

who organize the events to keep in mind problems that can arise and be ready to act in a

The Hoya Review will publish March 17.

Debates

you

for himself. We feel he was speaking
for everyone in our group.
Indeed, Quinn’s argument

against

the dance—that it was inappropriate
at a Catholic university
— was too mild.
Reportedly, close to 100 persons telephoned Father Healy's office after
reading

the newsletter,

strongly we feel
+The question
is not so much
is appropriate,

showing

how

on the issue.
this controversy raises
whether a “gay dance
but rather whether a

group organizdd: to legitimize! homosexual acitivities has any place on a
private, religious, in this case Catholic,
campus.

For

example, what

purpose

does a forum titled “Bisexuality: Gluttony or Valid Choice?” serve in furthering the ideals of liberal education? It
would seem that G.P.G.U. is making a
mockery of the Catholic character of
this University. Therefore, we urge
that the Student Activities Commission
the Georgetown student body by derecognizing G.P.G.U., just as we would
wish to see a Klan group de-recognized,
or any other group that ridicules the
university’s fundamental principles.
Marc S. Ryan
Michael G. Pauley
Bob Majerus
Bridget Brooker
Elsie F. Lewis
Eric A. Koch
Amy T. Miller
Kevin A. McGrath
Donald W. McLaughlin
Daniel L. Comas

the Tombs, we are showing Mr. Laytham how much we agree with his
opinions. If we stop frequenting the

submarine

(SFS
(SBA
(SLL
(SFS
(SFS
(CAS

'85)
'87)
'83)
86)
'86)
86)

Dean F. Clancy (SFS 86)
Al Davidson (SBA 88)
Tony Viola (SFS '88)
Christopher Kavanagh

sandwiches,

Milkshakes are a good idea, but as
for the rest: thanks, but no thanks. If I
want pizza and beer, there's always

86)
89)
'88)
'86)

Naresh Krishnamoorti (SFS '87)
Morton L. Lehman (CAS '87)

for Mr. Laytham’s inaccurate opinions
regarding the students of Georgetown.
If all the Tombs can offer the students
dogs,

(SFS
(SFS
(CAS
(SES

Philip A. Nisbet (SBA ’88)

are real people too, and we are entitled
to the respect we deserve. If we visit

hot

Letter”),

however, in thinking Quinn spoke only

Students are a select breed, but we

is

CR’s

reported that the chairman
of the GU
College Republicans, John F. Quinn,
had been speaking only for himself
when in a recent CRs newsletter he
urged Republicans to tell Father Healy
they opposed the idea of a “gay dance”
at Georgetown. You were mistaken,

recent

SBA 88

less

(SFS ’89)

David C. Lambert (CAS 85)
Thomas J. Selhorst (SES '85)
John W. Hartmann (SFS ’89)
Helen M. Maroney (SFS 84)

Brian Smith (SES ’89)
Patricia A. Donovan

(CAS

’82)

Board of Editors

Dominoes and Dixie's; if I want a hot

Mark Landler, Editor-In-Chief

dog or a submarine sandwich, I can go

Tarek Khlat, Managing Editor

Tombs Cont'd.

Mary Carroll Johansen, News Editor Thomas Jones, Viewpoint Editor

ously; our longstanding dedication to
the establishment overrode any doubts
we might have had.
Recently, we ventured down to the

happen when crowds lose control at a sporting

several

Anthony R. Rutkowski

adding

appeal

ing, Georgetown

The Georgetown fans, who stood during the
game, were continually warned by Spectrum
security guards to sit down because they were
blocking the view of the fans behind them.
After repeated requests, the security guards

with

expensive

like

that

cott, we really didn’t take it too seri-

security guards. Last year’s violence and carnage at the European soccer championships
serve as a haunting reminder of what can

(as was the case
Tombs’ patrons).

items such as submarine sandwiches,
hot dogs and milkshakes to the menu.”

students,

things

(“SAC

if I would

and overpriced beer, than perhaps it’s
time for a change of atmosphere.

more

To the Editor:
In an article in your Feb. 7 issue

across the room because “busi-

to

to do

With big away events, such as the Syracuse

by both hostile opposing fans and uptight arena

be
have

assumes. . . ). He claims that he “wants

game and the Big East tournament approachstudents will be confronted

I wouldn’t

Tombs, we will be showing our distaste

To the Editor:
When we first heard about the
changes that have taken place at the
Tombs and the proposed student boy-

protested.

move

better, and

Tombs has been a source of good food
and drink for GU students. Mr. Laytham assumes that “pizza and beer are
staples of the college diet” (we all
know what happens when someone

behave. In addition, unrealistic demands, such

as staying seated during the game, could be

cheaper,

KillGPGU

grant the wishes of a clear majority of

to pay, just to be asked

during halftime.
Such incidents can be avoided in the future
with a little foresight. If arena officials at other
Big East schools circulated their policies re-

stu-

are

comments in The HOYA
(“Tombs
Owner Comes Under Fire,” Feb. 7). It

direct lines to GUPS,

three goals of their campaign platform.

Spectrum Snatu Reveals Problem

of a large number of non-student Villanova
ticket holders.

Voice

fee or install outdoor

keeping the lines of communication open and
working hard to better student life at Georgetown.

one of the baskets, near the court, but in front

than once

fundamental lack of understanding of
the nature and purpose of student
journalism. I am shocked that the
editor-in-chief of one newspaper would
so blatantly call for the squashing of
an alternative voice on campus.
Landler uses two arguments in favor
of one newspaper: that the Georgetown Voice is not significantly different
from the HOY A and that Georgetown
is out of step with other universities by
having two weekly newspapers rather
than one semi-weekly publication.
I beg to differ. The HOYA and the

To the Editor:

gather and relay student opinion. And although some Hoyas may question the impact
of their opinions, all agree that the presence of

ride to and from, and a ticket for Saturday’s
nationally televised game against Villanova at
the Spectrum arena in Philadelphia. Georgetown students found themselves seated behind

if they were

Newspaper Campus,” Feb. 7) shows a

secure space for the Center Cafe in the Leavey
Center, institute a campus-wide entertainment

their disappointments, few. The new GUSA
officers would do well to follow in their lead,

A large number of Georgetown students took
advantage of Hoyamotion’s package of a bus

content, and particularly in style. Even

be promoted and the formation and
continuation of the Voice is the best
and most successful example of that
form of student initiative. It would be
a sorry day for journalism at Georgetown if there were only “one official
student newspaper,” as Landler desires.
His second point is that Georgetown
should model itself after Ivy League
newspapers; however the University
would be doing nothing of the kind if
it were to disband the Voice and
allocate the extra $25,000 to The
HOYA. Ivy League newspapers are
not “official” newspapers. Most receive
no money from their universities, but
are entirely self-sufficient.
Furthermore, the lack of a journalism school or major is no excuse
for The HOYA not publishing more

On the other hand, the team was not able to

came a household word as the newly formed
brigade of “Groundhog Busters” worked to

One of the things that makes college basketball unique among sports in the U.S. is the
genuine enthusiasm that the student spectators
bring to the game. Georgetown, as a school
with an outstanding team, has been able to

To the Editor:
Mark Landler’s Viewpoint (“It’s
Time that Georgetown Became a One

Tombs

for a late

night

coffee

age

Christin Driscoll, Photo Editor
Marianne Quinn, Business Manager Felicia Levy, Advertising Manager
Julianna Bayer, Circulation Manager
Cary Brazeman, Copy Editor
Vicki Morris, Lay-out Editor
Assistant Editors
Chris Donesa, News
Jennifer Scruby, Features
Guy Coté, Photography

you

to

support

the

boycott

in

Susan Carpenter
CAS 86
Alison Gessnev
CAS 88

Rob Nau, News
Philip Junker, Sports
Stephanie E. Yuhl, Entertainment

Contributing Editors

and

hopes that the management will take a
hint and reinstate the original menu
and price range that we've enjoyed for
so long.

Tim Hanlon, Entertainment Editor

Todd Barrett, Features Editor
William Mills, Sports Editor

Kevin Ciotta
Michael Dick
Suzie Freind
Theresa Gorski

dessert, and woe to us when the check

arrived! We were astounded. Two Irish
coffees, two desserts, tip, and we were
out about $20.
As much as we hate losing a favorite
hang out (hopefully only temporarily),
we won't go back to the Tombs until
some changes take place. We encour-

ui

opponents. The Student Association succeeds
by recognizing and acting upon the day-to-

the

-

curriculum changes.
Caccamo/Smith’s experience and realistic
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in

to innumerable activities at Georgetown.
Caccamo and Smith, moreover, grasp the
mission of GUSA more accurately than their

Republicans:

3

brought imagination and unbounding energy

GU Needs Two Papers

ae

accom-

i

and

S]——..-

of experience

+ —~—.

record

plishment. Paul Caccamo, in particular, has

—

pressive

ticket boasts an im-

—- _—

The Caccamo/Smith

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

—

Evert and Ouweleen.

BAL

SUsr

must not be lost during the coming year.
Of this year’s presidential hopefuls, the
team of Paul Caccamo and Greg Kaler Smith
are best suited to advance the agenda set by

candidates have alluded to problems with the
current SAC, they have been exasperatingly
vague in listing the deficiencies and offering
solutions. With the office of student affairs
poised to intensively scrutinize the current
SAC, presidential hopefuls should be prepared to organize and pursue effective student
participation in any review process.
The liberal arts core curriculum review is
another issue with major ramifications for
GU students. Future GUSA administrations
must be prepared to assert the student voice

i

better representing its constituency and advocating their interests to the University
administration. The momentum established
~ by the Evert and Ouweleen administrations

potential restructuring of the Student Activities Commission (SAC). While each of the

¥

val-

Amaia.

has made

ee Am

issues it should raise. GUSA

uable strides during the past two years toward

a

of candidates’ is small,

MERA

number

Be

The

he

If last year’s GUSA presidential election
was distinguished by flamboyant campaigning
and the large number of aspiring politicos,
then this year’s contest is considerably less
engaging.

»
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Viewpoint
Roy Kuan

Aquino Sets Dangerous Precedent
Corazon Aquino’s postelection plans to undermine
Ferdinand Marcos are fundamentally flawed and carry
with them contingent dangers. Just twelve hours after the
Philippine National Assembly officially proclaimed the

iy
FT.LAUDERDALE

OF

undertake a campaign of civil disobedience and “nonviolent

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
WHO ARE COMING HERE
FOR SPRING BREAK.

preceding Feb. 7, the day of Presidential elections. In that
short span Aquino mounted a stunningly cohesive and
powerful opposition—the greatest in the history of the

5,000

THE

»
wn
>

Vas

What Will You Do This Spring?
There are certain questions which
Georgetown students have consistently
asked during the school’s near two
hundred year history. Questions like
“what are man’s binding moral obligations as a social animal” or “what role
do humans play in the greater reality
that is the universe.” Perhaps the most

first instinct was that it was someone
who had admired Sherman's march
through Georgia but upon further
investigation I found out the start of
this tradition predates even that event.
After countless sleepless nights in
the Riggs Library (no really, it does
exist) I came upon a diary kept by

agonizing question is, however, “what

Georgetown’s

(See Ft. Lauderdale).

Others may have been satisfied with
this tidbit of information but I wasn’t.
It was now time to delve deeper in
order to find out who started the
raion of ransacking Lauderdale. My
i

7

Car-

roll S.J. The journal revealed to me
that the first student to “ go down to
Lauderdale for break” was none other
than Georgetown’s first student, William Gaston for whom Gaston Hall is
named. The following is an excerpt
from that diary:
Fr. Carroll: William, good morning.
Gaston: Good morning Fr. Carroll.
Fr.: William, you look a little tired. I

worry for you.
Gaston: Thanks Big John. I'm just a
little stressed

out.

I guess

I need

a

vacation.
i
Fr.: Well, springus is almost here. I
guess we could work something out as
far as some time off. Why don’t you
head down to Florida and get really
drunk and hang out at the beach?
Gaston: My aunt does have a place
in Ft. Lauderdale . . .
And so the legend goes. ..
When I had reached this point in my
research I was confident I had uncovered all the mysteries. It was then I
saw a sign proclaiming Appalachia the
“Lauderdale Alternative.” Hmmmm.
This required some looking into. I

they

did

to

Burt

Reynolds.

I'm

where

casTy
ota
—
i
—
>

mt
a
ns Omniaa.

Roy Kuan is a Sophomore
of Thailand.

would be better able to stop crimes
in progress. Any criminal, especially

living in Village B were

held at gunpoint while their apart-

operations,

both

organizations

trons, and to share

Georgetown

in the rich history

the

Georgetown the place.

University

and

one

wielding

a gun

of his own,

is

going to be relatively unintimidated
by a law enforcement officer wield-

ment was robbed. This was not the

ing only a billy club. You

first on-campus incident in which
criminals were armed. I was at a

from a man with a billy club, but at
the risk of sounding flippant, you

party

can’t run from a bullet.
There are good arguments against

on

N

Street

first semester

where an unknown youth walked in,

have drawn consistently on the University community for staff, for paof

assed; and raped;all in’ the general :

can run

the money spent.

down by one dollar and 55 cents re-

regularly to many Georgetown student

spectively, under our management. Out
of more than 50 items on the menu,
exactly two are priced at more than

activities benefiting campus

There is plenty of competition in
Georgetown for the student's entertainment and recreational dollar. No

social

and

charitable

athletic,

programs,

and

there is no reason to believe that this
support will not continue.
Your editorial says “The Tombs has
changed.” If so, it has changed for the
better,

in terms

of food

quality

and

quantity. And more than $1.5 million
is being spent on renovations of The
Tombs and 1789 to restore and enhance our ability to serve Georgetown
students.

can

hope

to

earn

the

patronage and loyalty of the students
without providing what they want, and
at fair prices. We intend to continue to
do exactly that, and I believe that we
can and will prove ourselves to all who

give us the opportunity to do so.
John G. Laytham is President of Clyde,

Georgetown

students! are falling

victim to serious and violent‘crimes
on campus, I think it would be well
worth the cost.
My intention here is not to scare
anyone into believing that GUPS

need firearms. What I'm saying is
that the District of Columbia has a
serious crime problem and it seems
to be getting even more serious

on cam-

pus. This would have to be inves-

gether. But given the number of se-

ability to protect students, especi-

tigated.

rious and violent crimes that happen
on campus, the possibility should at
least be investigated.

ally

from

Because

violent
GUPS

crimes.

don’t

carry

committing

crimes

Why?

Others would say that GUPS are

guns.

not competent to carry guns. While
this may or may not be true, it

too.

should

not really affect anyone’s
There

are

many

people

here in Georgetown. There are risks

Joe LaPlante is a Junior in the
College and a Junior class GUSA

representative.

ening also. There are good reasons
to believe that an armed security

force will
problem.
First,

an

help

solve

armed

the

crime

security

force

will discourage criminals from coming to Georgetown in the first place.
Don’t think for a moment that
the criminals who work Georgetown University don’t know that
GUPS are unarmed. They do. Most
studies in criminology show that
criminals, even small time hoods,
choose their victims by the benefits
they can reap, and the risk of retaliation. Thus, Georgetown students

Photo by Guy Cote

Should Crazzy Horse carry a gun?

Inc

s+ Name the Four GUSA President Candidates and what G USA stands for 2

Compiled

by

Renee

Ghert

and

Marianne Herman

A

Camp us Opinion/Q

organization

placed. Also, an armed security
force would probably cost more to
maintain. But given thé fact that

while

who can be trained to handle fire-

have contributed

GUPS

town University Protective Service's

provoking

Admittedly, the prospect of having an armed security force is a little frightening. But crime is fright-

cord of Clyde, Inc. over more than 20

any

involved in having an armed security force, and even an armed force
would not eliminate crime alto-

by

ours should be armed

years

and

criminals to carry guns of their own

students

However, I hope that each student considering whether to “boycott” The
Tombs will try us first, and make a

the steak sandwich at $7.95, have gone

responsibly,

officer who couldn’t should be re-

who lived there. All of these incidents raise questions about George-

endanger

draft and pitcher beer have remained
unchanged.
Both the article and the editorial
question whether the new owners of
The Tombs will continue to contribute
directly to student activities. The re-

judgment based on his or her own
assessment of the value we provide for

arms

an armed security force also. An
armed police force could possibly

decision.

we

in the College and a citizen

off the street and for no apparent
reason, pointed a handgun directly
at the forehead of one of the guys

There are schools in DC with armed
security forces, and it’s time to.
examine the possibility that maybe

is clear:

permits

followers at Manila Bay last Sunday are not the proper
ones and their effects are at best, uncertain.

Certainly, it is the right of each
student, and each individual, to decide
whether or not to patronize a specific
establishment of the kind we operate.

number of beers we can
serve properly. Prices for

which

methods which she presented to hundreds of thousands of

are the perfect victims because
many of them are wealthy, and the
campus police are unarmed.
Second; an armed police force

students

Mr. Hillyer’s claim that The Tombs
now offers no bottled beer is simply
wrong. We offer 11 varieties of bottled
beer, a reduction from the 19 featured
in the “old” Tombs only because space
limits the
stock and

clause

disobedience.
Aquino’s efforts to disentrench the dictatorship of
Ferdinand Marcos have been laudable thus far, but the

Crime is a serious problem at
Georgetown. Over the past year,
GU students have been mugged,
assaulted; burglarized, sexually hararea that stretches from East Campus to Yates. A few weeks ago,

tions made, and let your readers know
what our beliefs and intentions are as

percent.
Yes, onion soup now costs more-by
45 cents-but we now use imported
Gruyere cheese to top it, instead of

6, the controversial

Marcos to have special decreeing powers. These steps
additionally avoid setting the precedent where losing
candidates challenge election outcomes through civil

Should GUPS Carry Guns?

Jeff Markowitz is a Junior in the School
of Business Administration.

began

desserts, the increase is one point nine

Amendment

LaPlante
Joe

I bid

gets you twelve
more beef.

the total is now two point four percent
higher than ‘before. If you exclude

pro-New Society Movement members from dominating
the elections through fraud. If the Opposition can win a
majority of the seats in the Assembly they could reverse

you “Beware the Ides of March.”

rant. As one of those owners, I would
like to respond to some of the allega-

same items on the old and new menus,

in the National Assembly. This would furnish the Opposition with some more time to cull methods to prevent

students were killed by military police during street
demonstrations. Iran-1977 provides a further grisly reminder

enjoy. To the

good people of Ft. Lauderdale

newly

remains high. A number of parallels can be made between
the Philippines today and Thailand in 1973 when over 50

less nights. To all those going to “The
Button” or “Summers,”

her

elections for local government. In addition she must
examine the possibility of forcing snap elections for seats

the models offered by Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Mohandas K. Gandhi) the likelihood of subsequent violence

you get too rowdy.
I'll probably join the “justgoinghomers.” I won’t really miss all that
much because when I get back to
school I'll be treated to endless tales of
crowded beaches and drunken, sleep-

student body. Since the early 1960s,
when both the 1789/ Tombs and Clyde’s

$10. If you add up all the prices for the

in

loss of family fortunes were direct or indirect consequences

are going for sping break and watch,
they’ll humbly answer “I'm just going
home.” That’s the real Lauderdale
alternative. You don’t have to sleep 18
to a bed. You don’t have to worry
about your parents serving you small
drinks or having giant bouncers at the
door ready to pound on your face if

Speaking of size, the 30 cent increase
in the price of a basic hamburger now

glaring example of higher prices, labeling it at $21.95. For the record, prices
for the New York sirloin at $14.95 and

by

advertising

already stagnant economy and alienate the opposition
UNIDO Party's substantial middle class support. Small to
medium business sector votes for Aquino were based on

they

the

Both Mr. Hillyer’s article and the
editorial allude to the new management
“raising prices.” In fact, some prices
are higher, but some are lower on the
new menu, and most—well over half
the items—remain unchanged. Your
cartoonist chose steak as an apparently

controlled

from

of her campaign.
Though Aquino has insisted that the program will be
moderate and peaceful (campaign workers have examined

them

motives and actions of the new owners
of The Tombs and the 1789 Restau-

we assume the management of these
campus landmarks.

banks

town

yes, the price of the hot turkey sandwich has increased, but so has its size.

percent

major

abstaining

hopes that investment confidence and the economy would
be revived. Middle class backing would thus taper if the

Of greater concern to me than the
questions of pricing, though, are the
questions raised in The HOYA about
our commitmént to the Georgetown

a half

from

and

products and services— will compound the problem of an

or

lieve it is better for that change. And,

of deposits

“cronies”,

running out of dots on the map.
There is one more place that seems
to be popular with a group of GeorgeAsk

to implement

this she will also retain essential middle class support and

Corporation and the Bank of the Philippines—firms that
employ tens of thousands of workers and provide essential

have a hard time shelling out any
money to go to Freeport. Alas, we're

Aquino

further develop her own and the Opposition’s credibility
domestically and abroad. A more established reputation
will increase chances for the Opposition to do well in

Unfortunately, the plan’s proposed strikes and sanctions
against key commercial companies such as the San Miguel

Freeport, but being from Long Island I

——+

domestic processed cheese, and we be-

that Aquino outlined on Sunday entails

pro-government newspapers and television.

in the Bahamas. I've been asked to
come back to Jamaica. There's always

for

further economic strain. Under her present plans however,
these undesired results are almost inexorable.
An alternative course is available to the Opposition.
Aquino must not undertake her plans for civil disobedience
and in this way may prevent unbridled violence. By doing

Marcos’

not

difficulty

politics and may prove to be a short-sighted decision.

withdrawal

going to Appalachia.
So now what? I've heard it’s better

students.

The

unveiled program to oust Marcos from the Presidency is
that of simultaneously limiting casualties and preventing

associates, delay or nonpayment of taxes and utility bills,

quickly consulted my “Hoya Guide to
Obscure Indian Words” which said:
Appalachia: On site volunteer work.
I saw “Deliverance.” 1 saw what

———

Quin Hillyer’s Viewpoint article and
an accompanying editorial in the January 31, issue of The HOYA raise a

and

Not really, especially if one considers the fact that over
16,000 well-trained NPA guerrillas are activeiin most of the
Republic’s 74 provinces.

rallies similar to those that have dominated Manila life
since 1983, general strikes at companies owned by Marcos

rie

regarding

political vacuum that they could fill. A far fetched scenario?

revolutionary tactics with conservative ends. The details
of this drive are unclear but ideas include nonviolent street

Clyde's Improved the Tombs
of questions

only benefit the New People’s Army
— the miliary wing of
the Communist Party of the Philippines—and create a

intimidation. Aquino has however, responded to this with
an awkward scheme that turns away from constitutional
The campaign

John Laytham

number

civil liberties.
Increased political polarization and economic chaos will

protests” against Marcos and the assembly’s announcement.
There were few tactical errors in the two months

Jeff
J off Markowitz

founder, Fr. John

warrant Marcos to reinstate martial law and further disrupt

Philippines
— that even her husband could not amass. Yet
she lost. It is apparent to Aquino and millions of Filipinos
that this was the result of extensive election fraud and
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are you doing for spring break?”
Truly one of the “hot” issues around
campus these days, spring break possesses the potential for being one of
the best experiences a Hoya can have.
"As this is my third year on the hilltop,
I felt it was high time I do a little
research and find out what spring break
is all about and how the traditions
associated with it all got started.
My first concern was with the etymology of the phrase “spring break.”
A close friend and “linglanger” informed me that it hails from the Latin and Greek words “springus” and
“breakus”. I quickly consulted my
“Hoya Guide to Obscure Latin and
Greek Words” and found the following:
Springus-Breakus: the systematic destruction of usually dormant south
Florida cities by intoxicated scholars

a

re-election of Marcos on Feb. 16, the Opposition candidate
called supporters at a massive rally near Manila Bay to

WELCOMES

STUDENTS

that public rallies that try to unseat despotic governments

almost necessarily turn violent. Marcos has already
suggested that he will “prosecute opposition officials,
priests, and citizen poll watchers who violated the election
code.” The boycotts and strikes Aquino urged would

1 know what it stands for, but I
can’t name them. Um, Georgetown
University Student Association.
Lisa Dean
CAS 89

Ha! Four presidential candidates
.. Paul Caccamo. I don’t know if
Mark Ouweleen is running again.
That's the only one I know. Georgetown University Student Associa-

GUSA stands for Georgetown
University Student Association.
Paul Caccamo,
Paul Caccamo.

that’s all I know,

Dave Finnegan
SES ‘88

tion.

Christine Hegenbart
CAS 88

GUSA stands for Georgetown
University Student Association.
The candidates are Paul Caccamo
and Greg Smith is his vice president, and then there’s Adam Carter
and Chris Hansot. I'm not sure of
the rest.
Andrew

Stevens

SBA

88

Aah... Georgetown
Student

University

Association... I assume.

I really couldn't tell you who the
candidates are.

Alejandro Bertuol
SES ‘87

fo

Pr

=

=
=
wt
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ican... Caccamo and Smith is
one. Something like Bleckman and
Paskett or something like that.
Those are the only two I can name.
GUSA stands for Georgetown University Students’ Association.
David Olazabal
CAS 88

It stands for the Georgetown
University Student Association and
the candidates I don’t know because there's an information session tonight which I'm going to,
but I don’t know them now.
Mike Pauley
SFS ‘89
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Election’
recognition of and funding for GPGU.

Beckman And Plaskett
For too long students have not had a
voice in the major issues facing our
University.

role of GUSA

We regard the administration’s present
policy as discriminatory, in violation
of DC law and blind to the realities of
the world we live in. We will not debate
the morality of homosexuality, for that
is not the issue.
5. Expand Women’s Health Services:
Despite the Catholic Church’s position
on pre-marital sex and birth-control,
the reality remains that many Georgetown students have chosen to be sexually active. Without adequate healthcare facilities, safety is not insured and
unwanted pregnancies are often the

I

Building upon the present

is the essence of our

campaign.
We have extensive experience in
GU student organizations. Trish Beck-

man has been co-chair of the Community Action Coalition, the largest
student organization on campus, and
President of the Progressive Student
Union. She has worked extensively in
Washington's homeless shelters and
hospitals. Stacey Plaskett has been an

active member

of both NAACP

cipation in these organizations we have
demonstrated both organizational competence as well as commitment to the
University community.
. When elected we will seek:
1. Protection of Financial Aid: At a
time when financial aid is being cut on
a federal level, we feel that the GU
administration must guarantee the protection of financial aid at a level able
to support currently enrolled students

through

graduation.

The

result. Therefore, we feel that student

and

the Black Student Alliance; and we
both have been involved in the Student Coalition Against Apartheid and
Racism. Through long-standing parti-

administra-

Stacey Plaskett and Trish Beckman
years that ensures the continued diversity of the student body. Furthermore,
the policy of protection of student aid
should result neither in increased tuition nor decreased faculty pay, but
rather encourage reasonable levels of
spending in other areas.

ted

itself to partial

divestment,

no

meaningful changes have been made.

student

As students we have the responsibility
and right to ensure that our tuition
money is wisely and justly invested.
The administration’s policy is inconsistent with these beliefs. We call for total
divestment from companies doing business in South Africa.

center do not prioritize student’s needs.

4. Encouragement of Cultural Diver-

We support the expansion of student-

sity: Under this plank we address two
main issues that promote diversity
within the University community. Due
to the embarrassingly low number of
minority faculty, we support the FiveYear plan with resolutions that offer

2. Support Student-run Services: The
current

plans

for

the

new

run services to include a permanent
student-run bookstore that would offer
fair prices.
3. Divestment from Apartheid: Al-

tion must also continue its policy of
admissions based on merit, without
regard to financial status. Finally, GU

though the University has openly condemned the racist policies of the South

must guarantee a level of aid in future

African government and has commit-

incentives for hiring minority

profes-

sors. Secondly, we support University

health should openly offer fact sheets
with full appropriate information and
referrals to area clinics which can
provide counseling on all birth-control
options.
:
6. Provide Daycare for Studerits,
Faculty and Staff: Pregnancies should
not force women to abandon their
jobs or classes. They should have the
option and opportunity to continue
their jobs or school careers and the
University has a responsibility to facilitate this decision.
7. Women’s and Afro-American Studies: Currently a number of students
and professors have recognized the
necessity of establishing both women’s
and Afro-American studies programs.
The incorporation of both studies into
the core curriculum as well as providing these as majors would be an excellent way of implementing our platform
of cultural diversity into the academic
curriculum.

Student Association and an equitable
allocation of funds to the various
interests on campus. We are serious
about the positions we seek and we
understand the amount of time, energy

2. Non-cash

sports, that is to say

everything except Men's Basketball,
should be improved and supported in

every possible way. GUSA ought to
dedicate itself to working closely with
Hoyamotion and other fundraising
activities on and off campus

in order

to bolster these teams. In addition, the
students should pressure the adminis-

work very hard.
We hope to accomplish the following
during our term in office:
1. Find a solution to the campus
safety problem. A number of things
could be done to ensure our safety. A

tration for greater recruiting budgets,
thus freeing coaches to go out and find

manned

with

campus and enand early mornwith a movable
could even be

a work-study

position;

our streets must be safer.
A

series

of

“blue

lights”

athletes

capable

of

the

3. Something has got to be done
about the Post Office. With some investigation, perhaps another contract

could be negotiated with the University
mail on Saturdays, late pick-up, and

Photo by Marianne Herman

Adam Carter and Chris Hansot
able, perhaps FM cable could be wired
for the University buildings. This increased exposure could make the radio station self-sufficient. The HOYA

ought to divorce itself from the people
who typeset these pages and who
charge too much for it. Instead, the
University ought to purchase typeset-

campus would be helpful. These are

Saturday hours. We would love to see

ting equipment

an end to this slipshod operation that

The Voice, and hire a consultant to
teach our students how to use it. This

onds. Serious fines would await those

4. The campus press, i.e. The Voice,
WGTB, and The HOYA need to be

is just the sort of thing with which the
University administration would concur. Card-readers should be updated,
and a policy of replacing damaged ID

one

of

the

doesn’t: serve the students nearly
well-as it does the administration.

as

liberated in order to be more objective
and efficient, and thereby better serve
the Georgtown community. WGTB
should go FM. Why have the Kef or
JBL speakers if static is all you get out
of 690 AM? If FM bands aren’t avail-

EATING DISORDERS

for The

HOYA

and

would allow both papers to save money, teach valuable (and marketable)
skills to students, and in The HOY A's
case, come out twice weekly. A press
committee of faculty could be estab-

lished to oversee the press and prevent

much

money and not making enough

collegiate setting in the world. Now is
the

time

for

us

to create

community that works together to
support one another in academic affairs, social gatherings and involvement
in the District of Columbia.
involved in different areas of university
life. Paul Caccamo spent freshman and
sophomore years on GUSA as a grade
representative. For three years, he has
actively worked on the dorm councils
in New South and Copley. In addition
to organizing a myriad of social events
from a traditional Thanksgiving dinner
to a Christmas decorating of John Carroll, he has organized a scholarship that

raised $4000 in memory of the undergraduate killed in the Korean airline
incident;

he

organized

a

fundraiser

that sent over $5000 in food and
medical supplies to Africa. He organized the Adopt-A-Bear Program that
allowed students to send children in
DC orphanages over 250 teddy bears
for Christmas. He has chaired the
communications

committee;

he

has

been a newsreporter for WGTB; he
assisted the Spirit Committee in organizing pep rallies; he has volunteered

fundraisers

including

one

cur-

they have formerly transgressed. Also,

for a practical, accessible and respectable Executive.

too

Darnall

and

Copley

Dorm

councils,

the Interdorm council, the GUSA
Communications committee and the

Yet, both envisio:

further actions at uniting the studen
body and creating a campus com
munity. These

actions involve callin,

on all the student resources and util
izing their maximum potential. Soci
ally,

this

means

direct

involvemen

with dorm councils and club leaders i1
touching the campus. Results would be
the “Almost Bicentennial Celebration’
of Georgetown; a series of event:
bringing students together to recognize
their own diversity and ithe school’:
history. Another event might be

“Back to the Freshman Dorm” weel

which could usher in the class of ‘90 ir
september. Such an event would cal
on upperclassmen to visit their fresh:
man room and meet the students whc
lived there in the past and present.
A “Little Sibling” week would offer
a unique opportunity to invite family
members for a weekend visit. In addi:
tion, specific class events should also be encouraged to bring freshman
dorms together long before senior
week. Finally, a more direct program
to help transfer students be an integral
part of the university could be founded
and carried out. All of these events
cannot be sponsored by the student
government alone. However, it should

be the task of its leaders to work with
the Assembly and different campus
voices

(like dorm

councils)

to make

them possible.
.
These are only a few of the goals
and ideas represented by Caccamo
and Smith. Forming a “community”
may take more than simply one year,
but now is the time for us to start. Let’s
Celebrate Georgetown University Today. Let’s Establish A Trend That Will
Keep Students Celebrating Long After
The Bicentennial Is Over!

Georgetown have suffered a tremendous blow and deserve to be resurrected before it is too late. The Fine
Arts Department should ‘be examined 3:
and expanded. ‘We’ can’ voice our
concern to parents and alumni so that
the wheels will be turning for a Fine
Arts Department of which we can be
proud.
A vote for Carter-Hansot on Febru-

The

spending

services of GUSA.

Paul Caccamo (SFS '87) and Greg
Kaler Smith (CAS ’88) have each been

its costs, improve its format and sales
of advertising.
5. Finally, we feel that the Arts at

ary 27, then, is a vote for these objectives aforementioned, and a vote

is presently

unique combination of perspective
that will always be responsive to stu
dent needs. The number one priorit
of the Caccamo/Smith Combo is t
maintain the existing structures am

a student

of its own. GUSA should investigate
ways of helping The Voice to reduce

them from overstepping bounds which
Voice

consequently, he has been very activ
in the DC community.
Together, both students offer

of the most unique atmospheres of any

United States. He has been involved in
many campus activities such as the

emergency phone stations where ‘the
simple pulling of a lever guarantees
the appearance of help within 30 seccaught testing the system with false
alarms. These would not be terribly
difficult or expensive to install, and it

institutions,

most diverse student bodies and one

‘assistant to the Vice President of the

demanding

Georgetown curricula. These students
do exist, but it takes a lot of work to
find them and interest them in this
great school of ours.

in order to provide for the delivery of
around

educational

rently benefitting multiple sclerosis.
Greg Kaler Smith is very different
from Paul Caccamo. He is clean cut
and well-shaven. Greg's experience as
a student leader goes back to his
involvement as State Student Council
President of Illinois in high school as
well as being Boys State Governor. As
a sophomore in the College, he currently works part time as a scheduling

cards for free should be instituted.

Executive Committee of the Big Brott
er/Sister Program. Greg is a membe
of the District Action Project anc

Georgetown University is nearly two

hundred years old. By its bicentennial,
it has developed into one of the top

other

and patience required to be effective
administrators; we are prepared to

car could patrol the
virons during the late
ing hours. Equipped
floodlight, this car

Caccamo And Smith

at a home for the elderly since his
freshman year; and he has assisted in

Carter And Hansot
As candidates for the Office of the
Executive, our ticket is dedicated to
serving Georgetown with an efficient

J

|
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Paul Caccamo and Greg Smith

Telephone Lobbyists

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

Interesting FT/PT work with largest political consulting
firm in the country. Arlington location, convenient to

Anorexia, Bulimia,
Compulsive Overeating
We can help!

Metro. No experience necessary. Only applicants with
excellent communications skills need apply.
$5/hour paid weekly. NO SALES INVOLVED.
Call 247-2500
Monday-Friday
9 am-6 pm.

NOW

toy

the
inc
. tw

HEAR THIS!
NOW HEAR THIS!

FOR THE BEST 2 MINUTES ANY ADULT
EVER HEARD
CALL

976-7200
This Call Costs Oniy $1.00

SESSION IL

EVENING SESSION

Tuesday May 20

Thursday June 26
to Wednesday July 30

Tuesday May 20
to Wednesday July 30

CONTINUOUS
REGISTRATION

For summer Bulletin, write:

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE
Or, if you prefer, call: -

until the day before
each session begins

Dr. James Buchanan

(215) 645-4320

REGISTER NOW!

VILLANOVA
TTY
;

George Mason University

“The Deficit and Obligations
to Future
WHO'S “MR. TOUGH

GUY?”

For all

you (good) tough men who

entered

our “Mr. Tough Guy” contest,

PLACE:

February 26
ICC AUD

TIME:

8:00 p.m.

An Equal Opportunity University

FETE

VILLANOVA

UNIVERSITY — Summer

===
Sessions Office

Villanova, PA 19085
Please send me current Summer Bulletin

"1025 Vermont Ave., N.W. 737-5970 + 2020 K St., N.W. 659-5005
205 Pennsylvania

Ave., S.E. 543-1245

« 3279 M St., N.W.

337-0453

Reception to follow in ICC Faculty Lounge
| City/State/Zip

i
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mr
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31, 1986.

a

a

* look for one of these three as the
. winner . . . because “With a name like
Bubbles, you gotta be tough!”

DATE:

Generations”

nl

EE

to Tuesday June 24

i

G.U. Economics Forum
Presents

SESSION I

TSTi

WORK AND FAMILY INSTITUTE
(202) 362-8660

Eo

CONNECTICUT AVENUE

Friday, February 21, 198
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Features
Arthur Cotton Moore: Leaving
His Creative Mark on Georgetown
by Betsy Bushee
HOYA Staff Writer
. Architect Arthur Cotton Moore has
gained a national reputation for his
designs, such as the massive Washington Harbour project now under construction. As an expert on urban plan-

ning, Moore has also worked on major
restoration projects like the Old Post

Office on Pennsylvania Avenue. He is
a long-time resident of Georgetown
and has his offices on 28th Street.
projects

Indiana,

Nashville,

How would you characterize DC as
an urban center?

Arthur Cotton Moore: Well, it is completely different. Washington, I
think, contradicts most of the aspects
of American cities. American cities,
deal of trouble. They are usually
marked by high rises and parking
lots. Washington is obviously a

© lowrise city because of the height
© limitation, and as a consequence it’s
© a much more pedestrian, walking
city.

It's

a much

more

for fun, or Rome.

BB:

«+

liking

Washington

than their own

home

town is so successful. Really, if you
look around this whole area, there

really aren’t a lot of places to go to
see people, walk around and have a
lot of fun. I think it has a certain
authenticity, a quality that has
always made it a more livable place
than Washington proper: And that

a lot more

town. It has

the feel, the scale [and] a lot of the
is

type city?

ACM:

Yes,

I am.

And

I think that

Washington,
however, could be
more so. It was laid out by a planner
with somewhat grandiose dreams.

And it’s slowly growing to fit the
arbiter of this grand plan. As it
infills, it’s becoming much better. If

is

why,

as

I've

said

many

times,

people always sat around with a
tankard of beer and planned Washington in Georgetown. And, they're
still doing it, we're still doing it.
BB: If you could change anything in
Georgetown, what would you do?
ACM: One of the things I would love
to do would be to domesticate the
size of M Street by putting a narrow
median

or

they

could

in the center of the street

which would have trees on it. If you

do

a

lot

of

other

things. But the problem right now is
the way M Street is used mostly to
serve this single traffic conduit
function.
BB: Aside from the trees on M Street,

are there any other specific changes
that you'd like to make?
ACM: If I could change anything in
Georgetown?

you think that Georgetown

contributes a Dionysian element?

European

qualities of a European capital—
which is an interesting contrast to
+ most of America.
‘BB: So you're one of those planners
who, is attracted to the European-

Do

ACM: Georgetown is the only recreational entertainment center in Washington. It’s because the city itself is
so absent of this quality that George-

city. So you find urban planners
who like European cities coming

© cand

the scale of M Street. It would make
it a much more human kind of street
rather than just a torrent of traffic.
The trees would lend a great deal of
shade and feeling and the island
would give you a sense of refuge
crossing the street. No single thing, I
think, would be as stunning of a
change in the image of Georgetown.
And it could be done easily. They
could get rid of parking on one side

analytical. The Dionysian side being
the pleasure-loving side. People go
to New Orleans willingly for fun.
People don’t come to Washington
for fun. And I think that’s too bad
because I go to Paris for fun and
that’s a capital, and I go to London

Baltimore.

particularly the cores, are in a great

under its belt before it’s really nice.

God of the mind, and very stern and

for Fort Wayne,
and

~ can think of that, you could visualize
what that would do [to] bring down

It takes a lot of organic development
on top of these grand plans to make
things livable and interesting. Washington is developing a lot of things,
developing things other than that
one side of its nature. It has been so
completely a government town.
BB: You have talked in the past of
Washington being too Apollonian ...
ACM: Too Apollonian and not Dior
nysian enough. Apollo being the

Betsy Busbee: You've designed urban

renewal

you are going to create a city, it
helps to have two-hundred years

Well,

actually,

most

don’t talk about changing things in
Georgetown, but the conservation
and preservation of a lot of nice
things. The only other think I would
really change is the look of the
Thompson Boat Center which is a
terrible looking boat warehouse
building. It should look a little more
like one of the rowing clubs along
the Schuylkill in Philadelphia. I have

a
—T
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Although crime totals for the Georgetown area have been decreasing over

the past four years, there has been an
increase of 14 percent during the past
two months. Most of these recent
“crimes

have

been

theft-related,

such

as auto larcenies and household burglaries./ The University campus has also

felt the rise of crime this winter with
events like the February 2 armed
robbery of a Village B apartment.
Urban neighborhoods deal with
crime prevention every day. Georgetown must also pay special attention
to balancing the needs and interests of
its diverse community. Wealthy residential sections constitute half the
Georgetown area. A thriving business
section makes up the other half. This
business section, however, serves and

depends on a large number of customers from outside of the Georgetown
area. As a result, the residential and
commercial needs and interests often
conflict.

Various parts of the community have
established different organizations to
relate their particular concerns to the

~ District government and police. The
Advisory Neighborhood Commission
(ANC) is the official neighborhood
group sponsored by the District gov-

ernment

for advocating

positions

to

District

action

and

officials.

The

Citizens’ Association of Georgetown
(CAG).is a private organization organized

to

‘enable

citizens

to

take

action against the government if they

do not agree with District policies.
sch

The Business and Professional Associ-

their most

recent

lot of things here in Georgetown,
like Canal Square, the Foundry
Building, CFC Square, offices, resi-

dences, apartment buildings, and you
also have in progress the Car Barn
and the Ellington School, too, cor-

rect?
ACM: Yes.
BB: How would you sum up the con-

groups

often

address the issue of crime in Georgetown’s commercial and residential sec-

tions. The Georgetowner noted in its
August 30, 1985 issue that the summer
reports from all three associations

discussed the police crackdown on
weekend crowd disorders. The BPAG
expressed a common sentiment saying,
“The kids who took over the streets of
Georgetown the last three summers
were closely watched, and the word

soon spread that Georgetown was no
longer the playground of the metro
area. Responsible adults have returned
to patronize our restaurants and nightclubs.”
REA cro

1

a lot of

BB:

You're

speaking

of

things

meeting,

“The kids who took over

the streets of Georgetown
the last three summers
were closely watched,
and the word soon spread
that Georgetown was no
longer the playground of
the metro area.”
to Carson, this is due to the assignment

of extra policemen for weekend nights
in the vicinity of “M” and Wisconsin
and the parking ban along these streets.
The use of the police van in the
Riggs Bank parking lot has made
processing arrests more efficient. As a
result, the police are able to bring
offenders to 2nd District Headquarters
far up Wisconsin in large numbers
rather than individually as before.
During the summer weekend nights,
more officers are on patrol in Georgetown than in any other area in the 2nd
District.
Carson also discussed the unique
crime problems of the winter months.

as guilty: as anyone else [for the prob-

lems that plague Georgetown], but on.

people wrongly assume that the group

~University
» were; constantly .at odds.
GU’s:expansion plan of three decades

the whole they have a positive attitude
toward us.” he said.
i
Students, tor the most part. have yet
to be convinced that the residents are
content with their collegiate neighbors,
and the tag “elitist” remains affixed to

rallied against bringing the Metro into
the neighborhood. “There is no basis
for the tale,” said the January CAG
newsletter.
:
Regarding the neighborhood’s improved relationship with the University,
Cameron credited Vice President for

about

students

being

here.

“a

area residents, who favor increased
police patrol of the business district
and a rise in the drinking age.

“headache,” and GU students regarded
them as elitist.
Today, however, the University and
the residents of Georgetown are on
better terms. When GU recognized in
the 70s that extensive expansion beyond its main gates was costly and
unnecessary, community activists qui-

Cameron cringes at the word elitist,
a label he considers unfair. He asked
rhetorically, “Is it elitist to be for a rise
in the drinking age? And is it elitist to
want to preserve this neighborhood?”
Horrigan described residents as having “a real anti-development mentality.” He cited a recent community

eted their protests. What seemed to be

report which referred to Georgetown

in the University’s

as “an 18th century village,” and said
that the feeling persists that develop-

residents

considered

best

GU

interest

con-

curred with that of the community;
the two entities shared a similar agenda
for the first time in years.
Lately, contrary to the belief of many
students, residents have even come to

appreciate the Hoyas next door.
“Georgetown students make

the

streets much safer,” declared Juan
Cameron, president of the Citizens
Association of Georgetown (CAG), a

neighborhood activist group formed
to “preserve the Georgetown historic
district and improve it.”
Cameron

says

while

traffic from M Street
the University’s main
be noisy, he “hopes
are a little bit noisy.

the

student

and Wisconsin to
campus tends to
college students
I'd worry if they

weren’t,” he added.

David

Roffman,

editor-in-chief

of

The Georgetowner, has a similar attitude toward the University and its
students. “I'm glad they're here,” said

Roffman, “The University is great for
the community . . . and I see real out-

reach on their part.”
Dan

Horrigan, a junior who

serves

on the Advisory Neighborhood Council
(ANC), the popularly-elected body of
residents that reports to the city government, said that the residents are

ment of any kind is not good and must
be stopped.
Cameron downplayed the CAG’s
opposition to development and issuance of more liquor licenses in the
business district. “All bars aren’t bad,”

crimes

are

odd

because

snatch

they

made

before.

This

is not

a

historical thing because in the old
days it was all commercial, industrial
property. You couldn't walk along
the river. People will find when it

opens

that

there

is a network

of

streets down there. You can walk
around in the Project, through the

Project.

It" is not

one big

mega-

structure. It is something which has
a whole series of pedestrian, mostly
pedestrian
but
some vehicular,
streets and paths and ways that allow
you to permeate through the Project
to get to the river. So we are creating
something down there that is hap-

pening

for the first time. We

are

linking the federal city and Georgetown and making it very easy to ride

a bike or walk through the Project
continued on p. 13

Administration

and Facilities Charles

Meng for “rebuilding the [University’s]
relationship with the community.”

“The relationship is quite amiable,”
Cameron said, “The University is very
careful to review with the community
what they're up to, and they got the
approval of our group for their year2000 plan,” a comprehensive plan
detailing the University’s expansion
intentions in the coming years.
Roffman, whose newspaper’s “turf
is Georgetown,” described Meng as
GU’s “man out front,” and said the
University administrator “has done
more than his share” to bring the

University and the community together.

The

result,

said

Roffman,

is a

Photo by Jennifer Pye

Vice-President

for

Administration

and Facilities Charles Meng.
munity affairs is a boon to the residents
as well. “By participating in all these
groups we can bring more imaginative
thought to their efforts to solve these

that there shouldn't be any more bars
in Georgetown. There are 120 liquor
licenses in the space of a few blocks,
and we feel that's enough. So we

as concerned

We have a huge demand for parking
which cannot be met. Our experience

oppose new liquor licenses in general.”
- CAG, which last year sued Stuff

why [the University] should get involved [in community affairs],” Meng,

Your Face, a Wisconsin Avenue eatery,
won its bid to prevent the restaurant
from acquiring its liquor license and
thus .drove the establi- iment out of
business. The case wa: the first liquor
license debate that CAG won in twenty
years, according to Cameron, and the
residents were extraordinarily pleased
with the ruling of the District's liquor
review board.
Cameron's concern about how outsiders view his 1200-member organization has motivated him to tout his
group’s support for a homeless shelter
in the area ‘and remind CAG’s critics
that the citizens never took a side in

an ANC commissioner until he last year

the 60's debate on whether to extend

Georgetown

as any

other

group

in

and just as actively de-

monstrating their concern.”

Believing “there is a great reason

moved out of Georgetown, formed the
Common Committee, on which representatives from various ‘area interest
groups sit. “The purpose of the committee,” Meng explained, “is to get

people talking; before they didn’t communicate.”

Meng referred to a 1985 study by
the University of Virginia which points
out that the effectiveness of the various
groups

is lessened

because

of

their

number. The “Issues and Opportunities
Assessment” says, “When many different voices speak for Georgetown, it

is easier for the city to ignore the.
conflicting pressures and pursue its
own agenda. A ‘united Georgetown,
however, would have great clout.”

Meng, who sits on the Board of
Directors of the Business and Professional Association of Georgetown,
sees the University’s being active in
the community as a way of fulfilling its
responsibility to the community and

the

itself.

“Georgetown University is a large
corporation; we have the largest piece
of land in the District. We are part of

occur

the community

and we have to keep

our hands in what goes on,” said Meng.
The primary responsibility of the
University,

Meng

added,

is “to be a

good neighbor, to help the community
achieve its goals—to better itself...
and

remain

an

active,

lively

com-

munity.” For the University itself, said
Meng, the benefits of pursuing such a
policy “attract a large number of
quality students to the University...
It’s the historic district that gives us

M St. as well as on many of the back

continued on p. 13

been

problems... For example, we have a

he remarked, “we just have a policy

randomly. DC Police have tried to
have more officers in residential areas
of Georgetown where these frauds and
larcenies have been occuring. He also
stressed the importance of community
involvement, urging people to call
police dispatchers or dial “911” if they
see anything suspicious or are victims.
While this type of fraud has been
of particular focus this winter, most
crimes still occur during the night.
Carson has arranged for the brightening of many of the street lights along
3

Moore Assoc.

friendship that is “better than it’s ever
been before. The University is just

Residents have recently been victim to

also

this mixture of scales that it’s relating
to. Also, one of the things I wanted
to do was to make that linkage
along the river, which has never

1s the, Georgetown community and. the

“happy”

a fraud scheme known as SCOTT, or
Senior Citizens of Today and Tomorrow. People have gone door to door
asking for donations. They not only
but

relates to Washington. It is responding to the fact that it really is a point
of transition, the culmination both
of Georgetown and also the culmination of the grand monumental
aspect of the city and river. So it’s

the Metro into Georgetown. Cameron
said CAG is often made a scapegoat
for the area's traffic problem because

Area

the ANC invited Captain Stephen Car- son of the 2nd District Police to address
the issue of crime in the Georgetown
area. He discussed the significant reduction in crime in the Georgetown
area over the past five years. According

donations,

It relates not only to Georgetown;
the important thing is that it also

like

“Some people think students are just

Avenue.

resident’s purse.
The police have had difficulty reducing such thefts. Carson said the

neighborhood

been

people pick that up. Conran’s now is

vour the historic neighborhood bordered by 37th. Street and Wisconsin

take

. These

there's

that have been reused and so, other

locals feared that the monster known
as Georgetown University would de-

the concerns

interests in the area.

Well,

part of that kind of a setting. So that
was one of the things, taking and
reusing the industrial resource of
lower Georgetown
— the area below
M Street.
BB: How does your Washington Harbour Project relate to Georgetown,
how does that fit in?
ACM: Well, it relates in several ways.

Canal Square and the Foundry?
ACM: Canal Square, Foundry, certain
parts of CFC Square, which are old
warehouses. old foundries, old things

«iFrom the; 1950s until the early 1980s,

ation of Georgetown (BPAG) voices
of various commercial

ACM:

three of the earlier projects, which
were in industrial Georgetown below
M Street, picked up the industrial,
turn-of-the-century, or early warehouse industrial setting. And so that
has been influential because people
have gone out and done a lot more
of it than I have.

time threatened

HOYA Staff Writer

Organizations Band
logether Against Crime
During

community with your buildings?

offer a pro bono change of the skin
of that building. But nothing would
have the impact of doing a nice
tree-containing median along the
middle of M Street. |
BB: You've designed and remodeled a

to

ago called for incredible growth, and

Staff Writer

How do you think you're trying to
direct the look and feel of the
influence. Basically because two or

time

by Cary Brazeman and Jennifer Caspar

And the Community

HOYA

tribution that your buildings make?

to

from

Arthur Cotton

Residents Battle to Preserve Traditions

Town v.Gown: GU

by Mary Ann Placzek

Photos courtesy

Georgetown architect Arthur Cotton Moore.

Photo

A weekend scene at Wisconsin Ave. and M Street.

by Christin

Driscoll

our flavor.”

The University’s involvement in com-

fair amount

of experience in parking.

can be used with the citizens [who
have tremendous parking problems of

their own]. It’s the help and guidance
we can
ence.”

give

in terms

of our

experi-

Meng perceives Georgetown as still
being far from an ideal community.
“Georgetown is a developing community trying to polish its image, trying

to better its tourist population, one
which is willing to spend more money
and who wouldn’t cause the street
problems that go on such as [those
created by| the drunken spike gangs
who hang out by the Crazy Horse Bar,”
said Meng.
Cameron shares Meng’s hopes, decrying the state of the current George-

town, which he feels has become less of
a neighborhood and more consumed
crime. He is aware of the changes the
neighborhood has seen, and he noted
that the bars have driven up rental
rates in the area, which in turn have
driven out traditional shopkeepers who
give a residential neighborhood its
flavor.
:
The excessive number of bars in
Georgetown drives “out stores like
shoe repair places and dry cleaners.
We don’t really have a hardware store
in Georgetc

The bars have driven

out all the boutiques; thet
ve pushed
rentals up so high hers
that small
shops can’t afford them. [hev’'ve also
spawned crime and
ble. traffic
congestion.” Cameror
ied.
Knowing that the diriere
terests
of the ¢
umunity a - dedicated to

alleviati..y these problems makes Cameron’s job easier aid his relationship
with the University friendlier.
Roffman echoed Cameron’s comment, saying, “Now we know we're all

here to stay, so we might as well make
Georgetown

a

work and study.”

better

place

to

live,

© |
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MARRIOTT DINING SERVICE IS CONDUCTING
A SURVEY WHICH WILL AFFECT THE FUTURE ~ 4
SERVICES HERE AT GEORGETOWN. WE ~~
APPRECIATE THE TIME THAT.YOU:SPEND "2.
FILLING OUT THIS SURVEY. THEREFORE.
WE
—
WILL HOLD A RANDOM DRAWING FROM ALL
RETURNED SURVEYS TO SELECT SIX PRIZE
WINNERS. MANY ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS
_ WILL RECEIVE A SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
~
IN THEIR MAILBOX TODAY. OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENTS INCLUDED IN THE SURVEY WILL
BE CONTACTED INDIVIDUALLY.

PRIZES!
ST PRIZE
|

(4) $50 Gift Certificates
at the G.U. Bookstore

ND PRIZE
Dinner for Two
at “The Third Edition”

RD PRIZE
$15 Gift Certificate
at the G.U. Bookstore

Marriott
Educational
¥

corporation
Food

Services
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Leaving a Mark on Georgetown
continued from page 11
from many directions.
BB: How well do you think that the
University fits into the Georgetown
community?
ACM: How it fits into the community
is that it’s got a chance to become a
leading university, and the national
capital needs a leading university.
We haven't had one. I think that if
you look at most major capitals,
they have great universities associated with them. So I think that role
is very important. And I think the
University has grown increasingly
more deft at trying to create a transition or fusion between the University activities and the community. So
I think that it’s fitting in as well as

most “town-gown” situations but it
needs to work on it. I went to
Princeton University and there was
always a lot of friction between the
town and the University. It's something

that

they

need

to

work

on

constantly.
BB: You've designed and renovated
schools like Vanderbilt University,
Lafayette

School,

and

rather remarkable about the Princeton campus is how it defines these
very nice, orderly, progressional
courtyards, and so you have an expectation of what kind of scale and
what kind of friendly environment
you're going to get as you go from
one to the other.

Ellington

School for the Arts. What do you
think of Georgetown Univeristy’s
physical layout?

ACM: I have not really studied it at
all. But there seems to be a lot of
density behind the older structures in
the front so that, at least to a cas-

“Architecture has a di-

mension beyond its utility . . . it has aesthetic
contribution.”

ual observer, you don’t perceive a
kind of order to it. The thing that is

BB: Do you have any comments on the

projected campus plan?
ACM: I guess I just might say this one
comment in passing: I'm a little
concerned about building these large
terraces. Because one of the things

I'm always ‘worried about as an
architect and planner, is when you
make plazas and you elevate them,
they tend not to be very well used
and they are, in fact, kind of isolated
areas, even if you elevate them a
few

feet. Western

Plaza

down

so the more

you

elevate; the more you wonder about
what is used here and what is simply
a cosmetic treatment. If you want to
make area centers, I think that you
have to.relate them very much to
the ground or to the street.
BB: One last thing, when building and
planning in Washington and in
Georgetown,
Photo by Christin Driscoll

The residential areas typify Georgetown’s European character.

you have

to consider

the often conflicting desires of gov‘ernment agencies, resident groups
and business coalitions. Is it a problem often to satisfy all of these

Classified Ads
LIFEGUARD needed for part-time
work. Call 965-2300. Ask for Aquatics
Director.
ON CAMPUS JOBS: Word Processing. Experience necessary, knowledge of IBM Displaywriter preferred.
Afternoon, evening, weekend hours.
$4-35 per hour. Contact Linda Lopez
at 625-3565.

HELP WANTED. Clean-cut person

ACM:

Well, sometimes

it’s quite ex-

citing. In Washington, we have so
many review agencies that they can
be in conflict with each other. So
then, the poor architect in the middle
of all this melee has to try to balance
a lot of things. At the same time, I
and I think a number of other architects, are interested also in producing something which is an artistic
result. Architecture has a dimension
beyond its utility, and beyond its
functional aspects; it has an aesthetic
contribution. So you have a lot of
things to juggle, yes, and when you're
talking about an environment like
Georgetown or even most of the District, people are really concerned
about architecture fitting in, doing

something that is appropriate. Balancing concerns is a part of what
we do.

Photo courtesy Arthur Cotton Moore Assoc.

An aerial view of Moore's

SUGARBUSH
town

SKIERS

Med-Great

Please

of George-

Dancing

in

Blue-

tooth, Vt. (SPAM). We'll be in Wash.

M—F, ages 15-30, REGISTER NOW
for the DC Area’s 2nd Annual MODEL
STAR SEARCH. Runway, swimsuit,
& most photogenic. categories. For
more info call (703) 527-0240 or
(703) 524-5252.

soon. Call Bing. (607) 723-8226.
Lorraine, Sheryl, & Gallagher.

TYPIST—M.A.

LOST—Gray Topcoat at Copely For-

CREATIVE KEYSTROKES WORD
PROCESSING—Top quality since
1976. Expert formatting/minor edit-

mal. Wool/cashmere

by Abraham

&

‘ ‘Strauss. Great sentimental Thule Call’ So

Keith, Romp; REWARR)
PUREE
to'work at The Pavillion at'the Ota ! *
oy

337-1466.

English. $1 per page

Jane T. 10 am-9pm.

ing. SW { B1P

8448.

8 ways togeta man
to ask you out again.

Harbour

(under construction, foreground).

Residents Respond to Crime
continued from page 11
streets. He has also shifted his manpower to focus on back streets while
the crowds along the main streets are
reduced during the winter months.
Georgetown University Protection
Services (GUPS) works with DC Police

over issues such as the February 2
armed robbery of Village B. In such
cases, the GU student contacts GUPS
which then alerts all of its units as well
as the Metropolitan Police Department. The major burglary unit of the
District Police Headquarters has taken
over the investigation of the Village B

robbery. GUPS is assisting the District
investigators.
Currently, GUPS,

protective

services

DC

Police

from: four

and

other

couldn’t

ask

to

for

arrange-

arrested

or

taken

into

custody,

Mailing Cir-

Competitive

ATTENTION

culars! No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed envelope:

salaries.

STUDENTS.

Do

find yourself not having enough

Con-

you
en-

ergy to study for long periods of
time? Try POLLITABS SPORT; an all
natural product which increases your
energy level and endurance. For
more information call Mrs. Jones
726-5231.

Success, P.O. Box 470CDQ, Woodstock, IL 60098.
ALEX—When you're finished sleeping with Richard, can | have him
back? —RICK

RESORT

COUNSELORS NEEDED— Vermont

HOTELS,

Cruise Liners &

Amusement Parks are now accepting
applications for employment! To receive an application and information,

Sister-Brother Camp—Head Water-

Sailing, Canoeing,
“write:

attracts

criminals

to

P.O. Box 7411, Hilton Head

Island,

TELEPHONE

ANSWERING

“Consumer

Reports” ‘Best Buy.” Ex-

cellent condition $50. 333-6370.
Z0O0 JOBS!!! Friends of the National
Zoo (FONZ) is NOW HIRING! Start
weekends now and work fulltime as
soon as you are available. Positions
in gift shops, stroller rental/information aide, food service, parking, and
grounds maintenance. Competitive

salaries. A once-in-a-lifetime expe-

rience. Call Today: 673-4970, w ek=’

Favorite Band

THE PUB!

&. Seem unimpressed when he tells
you he scored a hat trick in the third period.
3. Take his word for it when he tells
you that 1984 was a very good year for
Chardonnays.

Speidel, Goodrich, and Lille

4. Laugh at his jokes, even when he
forgets the punch lines.
8. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see
you reapply your lipstick.

8. Order something more exotic than
a white wine spritzer.
7. Compliment him on his taste
in colors, even if he arrives in jeans and

Saturday, February 22

a Tshirt.

8. Tell him you'd ask him up for
a Suisse Mocha, but you only do that on

5:00 p.m.

second dates,
eelebrate the FiOS: of your
y r life

with General Foods® International Coffees.

RoE"
© 1985 General Foods Corporation

Your favorite flavors available at

Fo

Georgetown University Bookstore

Vo

chine for sale. Panasonic KXT1505.

Returns to

know they’re from Chicago.

the

SC 29938.

Tourism Information Services.

orton:

1. When he mentions “The Bears,’

the

Georgetown area.

better cooperation.”
tact: Camp Dunmore, 8 White Brich
Drive, Rye, New York 10580. Local
Representative: (202) 296-4992.

Drama, ‘Piano,

an

residents,

working

Tennis.

7CAIS/Orans,. ‘Dance,

has

hand-in-glove
. . . we

are

FREE Pregnancy testing and coun-

front, W.S.l.'s,

also

coordinate their operations and to
develop a program for the dissemination of information. GUPS investigator
Sgt. Charles V. Christian said that the
last meeting was “very fruitful” for
consolidating, coordinating and exchanging information. Christian said
that GUPS and DC Police “work

universities

seling at the Northwest Pregnancy
Center, 822-9787, 2450 Pennsylvan-

$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP

Georgetown

ment with the 2nd District Police
Department so that if a GU student is
police will notify GUPS. Christian said
that this is to ensure that students’
rights are protected.
Christian said that students add to
the community crime problem by their
“false sense of security” and their
“carelessness” which makes them easy
prey for criminals. This, along with
the financial wealth ‘of Georgetown

District

ia Ave., NW.
Post Office. Flexible hours.
call 337-7888.

latest showpiece, the Washington

on

Pennsylvania Avenue is a good case

in point.: And

interests and your own artistic vision
as well?
ACM: You bet!
BB: How do you manage?

* LIVE at THE PUB. *
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Entertainment
Can’t Keepa Classic Down

Music’s Brightest Shine Tuesday

The year 1835 saw the appearance of two wonders.
Halley’s Comet rocketed across a blazing sky, and
Mark Twain was born to a financially unlucky Mississippi lawyer and his wife.
Halley's Comet and Twain have even more in
common. The comet appeared again in 1910, the same
year Twain died.

It could only be expected, then, that when Halley's
Comet amazed another generation with its recent
spectacle, Twain would likewise return. America’s
greatest author has been reborn in a feature film which
appropriately glorifies him.
The Adventures of Mark Twain, now showing in
local theaters, is an enchanting tribute to the man who
delighted us and raised our consciousness in Huckle-

Year

I was excited at the prospect of seeing Twain brought
to life on the silver screen. My only hesitation concerned
the movie’s technique, called “Claymation,” where clay
characters, like cartoon characters, are shot one frame
at a time, with the animator moving them a tiny bit
each frame.
Although director and producer Will Vinton has
received much praise for the development of this new
and different process, my unfamiliarity with his work
(Rip Van Winkle, Great Cognito) spawned nightmares
of “Mr. Bill Revisited.” I envisioned crude play-dough
around

against

a

non-stop.

While

the

magic

of “Claymation”

i

Mark Twain's Adventures in clay

inspired by his fascination with it, but also by his desire
to join his dead wife Livy. This feat he believes he can

movie and was dazzled by the brilliant performances
extracted from the blobs of clay.
A fantasy account of Twain's last journey, The
Adventures of Mark Twain provides a light-hearted

accomplish by becoming one with the comet.
A breath-taking race ensues as Twain pilots the craft—

look at the many faces of the man— as satirist, essayist

narrow channel of the comet's fiery tail and finally into

and humorist. Based on four of Twain's more famous

the comet's shimmering center.

works (such as: “Captain Stormfield’s Trip to Heaven”
and “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”), the film pre-

Philosophizing all the while, Twain is as intellectually
challenging and funny in this fictitious adventure as he
was in real life. The moviegoer becomes well acquainted
with his colorful character which is both sparkling and
compelling. The added dimension of “Claymation”
provides the classic subject with an innovative medium

Twain has designed to reach Halley's Comet.
As the insightful Twain re-tells his beloved

stories

part hot air balloon and part Mississippi river boat—
through meteor showers and devil reefs, then into the

and reminisces about his life, the children discover a

that enhances the story.

complex man whose soul is a battleground for the light
and dark sides of his nature. More frightening still, they
realize that Twain's desire to meet the comet is not only

a movie

MAIL ORDER
CLIP THIS

AD AND SEND TO
ADDRESS BELOW.

while

Turner’s “One of the Living,” Melba
Moore's “Read

My

Lips,” Nona Hen-

dryx’s “Rock This House,” Cyndi Lauper’s “What A Thrill.”
Best Rock Solo Performance, Male:
“The Boys of Summer,” John Fogerty’s
Centerfield, Mick Jagger's “Just Another Night,” Bryan Adams’ Reckless,
John Cougar Mellencamp’s Scarecrow.
Best Rock Performance By a Duo or
Group: Heart's Heart, Bryan Adams
and Tina Turner’s “It’s Only Love,”
“Money For Nothing,” Starship’s “We

their

Arethan Franklin's “Sisters Are Doin

It For Themselves,” Ashford and Simp
son’s “Solid,” Hall & Oates’ “The Way

You Do the Things You Do/My Girl.’
Best

R&B

Song: “Freeway

of Love,

“New Attitude,” “Nightshift,” “Througt
the Fire,” “You Give Good Love.”

Goldie’s Wildcats Sacked

cludes A-Ha, Freddie Jackson, Katrina
and the Waves, Julian Lennon, and

didn’t captivate me immediately, I soon became part of
Vinton's world of Twain. I finally appreciated the

sents Twainian characters Huck Finn, Tom Sawyer and
Becky Thatcher as stowaways on a flying machine that

honors

Rock Field
Best Rock Solo Performance, Female:
Pat Benatar’s “Invicible (Theme from
the Legend of Billie Jean),” Tina

Houston is noticeably absent from the
Best New Artist category which in-

animated backdrop.
To my surprise, however, the film was neither childish
action

(songwriter)

Is,” “We Are the World.”

Best R&B Solo Performance, Female
Aretha Franklin's “Freeway Of Love.
Chaka Khan's “I Feel For You,” Teen
Marie's “Lovergirl,” Patti LaBelle
“New Attitude,” Whitney Houston’
“You Give Good Love.”
Best R&B Vocal Solo Performance
Male: Phillip Bailey's Chinese Wal
Al Jarreau’s “High Crime,” Stevi
Wonder’s In Square Circle, Luthe
* Vandross’ “The Night I Fell In Love,
Freddie Jackson's “You Are My Lady.
Best R&B Performance By a Duo o
Group: Pointer Sisters’ Contact, Com
modores’ “Nightshift,” Eurythmics anc

her third smash “How Will I Know?,”

Hanna-Barbera

nor boring. In fact, the humor was very adult, and the

star-studded

respective albums are each up for
Album of the Year honors.
Also up for best album accolades is
the first solo effort from former Police
lead-singer Sting. The Dream of the
Blue Turtles, Phil Collins’ No Jacket
Required, and Whitney Houston's selftitled debut Whitney Houston. Currently atop the Billboard charts with

berry Finn, Tom Sawyer and A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court.

prancing

the

;

1986, too, has seen two wonders. Like Halley's Comet,
as fascinating

as

The

Adventures

of Mark

Twain is a rare occurrence.

:

What is a HOYA?
[1 A famous Indian chief who's tribe
settled the land now

known

as the

Washington metropolitan area.

big HOYA fan!
In blue and grey (Hoya colors, of course), $12.00
each plus 1.50 handling and postage. (Va.
residents add 4% tax). Available
medium, large, extra large.

in

Sade.
Bruce Springsteen is nominated in
the Record of the Year category with
“Born in the USA” along with Don
Henley’s “The Boys of Summer” and
Huey Lewis and the News’ “The Power
of Love.” Henley’s “Summer” also vies
for Song of the Year honors along
with the Daryl Hall-written “Everytime
You Go Away” and Foreigners “I
Want to Know What Love Is.”
Some of the other major award
nominations for Tuesday’s presentation:

Pop Field
Best Pop Vocal Performance, Female:
Madonna’s

small,

“Crazy

Sting’s

Dream

Young's

account

#

[MD

$480.

[OXLG

Exp. date

signature

213 King Street

Old Town, Alexandria

Virginia

in

Room

548-3333

Go

Git

LF. INTERNS is for the energetic sophomore seeking
to channel academic excellence toward specific career

goals. Minimum 3.0 GPA required. Deadline for appli15.

Additional information available from Career Planning
& Placement Center or directly from:

LF. INTERNS
International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans
Baltimore-Washington Region
2127 E. Baltimore St.
Baltimore, Md. 21231
(The International Foundation is a nonprofit educational organization.)

°
-

-

-

fae

The Georgetown Guardian pays us a compliment
by adopting our format and style. However,
The Georgetown Guardian is not to be confused
‘with The Guardian, which was founded in 1982
and is published by The Guardian Press.

and

Get the real thing. Look for The Guardian,
Georgetown’s original journal of opinion, in early |

$520.
EEO/AA

March.

Write

Guadalajara
Summer School

'O Imitatores, servum pecus.”

Education Bldg., Room 434
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-4729 or
621-4720

—Horace fromEpistles, 1.xix.19

INUGIAS
1F. INTERN S a two year extra curricular
career development program in the growing field of
compensation and benefits—is now considering applicants for 1985-87 internship opportunities.
Successful candidates work in full-time paid positions
with area or national firms during the two summers
before graduation and attend required educational
seminars in Chicago during the academic year.

_
~

“Imitation is the Sincerest Form of Flattery”

Mexican

Ucheck/mo
[LG

Turtles,

You

Hawn is delightful as the lead Paula,
the unlikely coach of Central High's
rag-tag squad. All blue eyes and dim- *
ples on the outside, Hawn ably demon- -

DC weathermen are heralding this
month’s snow as the first measurable
strates Paula’s determination to live
accumulation in years. If meteoroloout her dream, standing by the choices
she makes to realize it. And she still
gists had taken into account Goldie
Hawn’s latest cinematic attempt, Wild- - bites her lip better than anyone in
cats, however, the tally of fluff would
Hollywood.
be raised by at least another foot.
Swoozie Kurtz turns in an admirable
The story of a divorced mother who
performance as Hawn's flaky, yet suprealizes her fondest dream in coaching
portive sister Verna, as does James
an apparently incorrigible inner city
Keach in the role of the manipulative
football team, Wildcats might be more
ex-husband. Hawn’s most enjoyable
aptly named Norma Rae Meets the
co-stars, however, are her players. A
Teen-Age Bad News Bears. Despite
vulgar, bawdy, but basically sweet
resentment from the team, threats of a
bunch of guys, the Wildcats manage to
custodial suit from her ex-husband and
win over the audience with their loyalty
ridicule from the coach of the Wildcats’
to their coach by way of their wellcross-town rival, Hawn manages a
intentioned bumblings for her.
Rocky-like ending tinged with just
Though not a thought provoking
the right amount of laughs, leaving
dramatic treasure, (not even a new
the audience cheering for the sewerslant on the Rocky tradition), Wildcats
tongued underdogs.
While the dialogue is often uninmakes for a fun-filled evening, nonespiring, and the plot unexciting in its theless. Hawn and her associates provide a night of cheering and laughter
predictability, the film is at times
and guarantee at least a smile on the
humorous and generally a crowdfaces of its viewers.
pleaser.

courses: anthropology,
art, bilingual education, ESL, folk music
and folk dance, history,
political science, sociology, Spanish language
and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week
session. June 30-August 8, 1986. Fully accredited program. Tui-

home
size [JSM

Blue

Contributing Editor

University of Arizona
offers more than 40

address

[J quantity

of the

“Everytime

by Suzie Freind
HOYA

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

board
[visa

Linda

Best Pop Vocal Performance, Male:

tion
Mc

You,”

ton’s “Saving All My Love For You,”
Pat Benatar’s “We Belong,” Tina Turner’s “We Don’t Need Another Hero.”

name
CJAmEx

For

Ronstadt’s Lush Life, Whitney Hous-

Paul

[J A distant relative of the Wa-hoo.
[J A new fast-food sandwich.
[J Who cares? Just send me the tee
shirt(s) fast because I'm a

cation is February

OO

Phillip Bailey and Phill Collins’ “Easy
Lover,” “I Want To Know What Love

and

Rhythm and Blues Field

OH

ensemble USA For Africa headline the
nominations for this Tuesday's 28th
annual Grammy Awards. Straits’ album
Brothers In Arms and single “Money
For Nothing” garnered six nominations
while the philanthropic USA For Africa
self-titled album and single “We Are
the World” combined for four.
The three-hour presentation will air
live from Los Angeles on CBS-TV
(WDVM, Ch. 9) beginning at 8 pm.
Both groups’ smash singles vie for
the prestigious Record of the Year
(given to a producer) and Song of the

group

t=O

Copy Editor

rock

-—

benefit

Group: Mr. Mister’s “Broken Wings,”

British

N.rmNyeND

Best Pop Performance By A Duo or

Straits

by Cary Brazeman

figures

Built This City,” Eurythmics’ “Woul
I Lie To You?”

Stevie Wonder’s “Part Time Lover.”

Dire

Veteran
HOYA

Entertainment Editor

~~

Reviving Mark Twain

Away,” Glenn Frey's “The Heat is
On,” Phil Collins’ No Jacket Required,

by Tim Hanlon
HOYA

We feature GM cars
like this Buick Century.

Be a Road Scholar
Get an “A” in getting around
town. You can rent a car if youre
18 or older, have a valid driver's
license, current student LD. and

a cash deposit. Stop by and fill
out a short cash qualification
form at least 24-hours in advance.

You pay for gas used and return
car to renting location. Most
major credit cards accepted.
Non-discountable rate applies to Buick
Century or similar-size car and is subject to
change without notice. Rates slightly lower
for drivers over 25. Specific cars subject to
availability. Certain ually minimums apply.
Cash
teh must be qualified 48 hours
prior to rental, Renter must be age 21 or
over, Weekend rate available from noon
Thursday to Monday. Call for details.

30%...
150 FREE miles per day.
Additional mileage 12¢ per mile.

Vy / 4 National Car Rental.
Available at:

347-4772
842-1000

You deserve National attention:
1618 L Street, N.W.
12th and K Streets, N.W.
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Entertainment
10-Year-Old Taps Into Town

Jeeves

Takes

The Tony Award-winning Broadway musical The Tap Dance Kid is
getting its act together and taking it
on the road —down Interstate 95 to
be exact—to the Warner Theatre
(626-1050) for a limited engagement
beginning Tuesday. Featuring 10year-old dancing sensation Dule Hill

the Cake
by Jennifer Caspar
Staff Writer

in the title role, the show boasts an

impressive array of choreography

A master of hangover pick-me-ups,
‘correct gentlemen's dress, all varieties
of young men’s dilemmas and the

and music, and has proven to be a

. proper treatment of aunts, Englishman

~ Jeeves is a delightful yet stereotypical
British butler. But, a quick placement
of his monacle, a voice change and an
obvious relaxation of dignity, transforms: him into the goofy Bertram

ments and voices.
At times, Jeeves

Takes

Charge

hard to follow. Wodehouse is famous

narrator of Jeeves’ escapades.
Edward Duke masterfully portrays

for writing complex, interweaving
plots. In Jeeves, the characters have
extensive
backgrounds
and
huge
families primarily comprised of aunts.

.a “man

about

town”

the two (as well as an assorted cast of

aunts,

girlfriends,

party

boys

and

blimpy gentlemen with names like
Gussie Fink Nottle, Madeline Bassett
and Freddie Fitch Fitch), in Jeeves

Place four complicated stories backto-back, let one man playfully execute

- Takes. Charge, a one-man show cur‘rently playing at the Ford’s Theatre. In

piece which demands intense concentration. Duke’s portrayal of the roles,

it, Duke

successfully

conceives

and

adapts a theatrical interpretation of
* British humourist P.G. Wodehouse’s
playful prose.
Duke prances gayly about the strik-

ing, but simple, black and white art
deco set. The scenery has to be simple
since nothing else in the play is.
With fancy footwork, Jeeves cleverly
becomes a stumbling drunk, a stag-

gering hangover sufferer, a stiff dignified butler, a jabbering schoolgirl and
Bertram Wooster,

whose

obnoxious

laugh is more amusing than his jokes.
Duke transforms himself, body and
soul, into the colorful troupe, disslaying graceful control over his move-

Jeeves Takes Charge does everything
but make the viewer restless. Edward
Duke’s distinctive voice changes fascinatingly quick costume switches and
clever variations of the simple scenery

is

and

Wooster,

all assist

him

in capturing

his audi-

ence.
Duke could not have chosen better
material with which

the entire cast, and Jeeves becomes a

to work;

Wode-

house’s language is eminently quotable.
An example is when Bertie Wooster
describes one of the gentlemen

however, meets the challenge.

his
he
and
the

A one-man show is not always a
delight to watch. The audience easily
tires of the same voice, face and
scenery. But, in Jeeves’ case, tiring is at
the end of the first act when an

from

club “The Drones” as looking like
had “poured himself into his suit
forgotten to say ‘when.’ ” Jeeves,
butler is constantly brimming with

For over 20 years, Wodehouse wrote
hilarious comedies laced with intricate
plots, colorful characters and gleeful

act, funnier than ever. The final scene,
in which Wooster is conned by his
Aunt Agatha to speak to a girl’s school
in a performance consisting of “telling

1920s and 30s. According to Wodehouse's step-grandson, he hated any at- |

jokes,

tap

tempt at analysis of his humor. In ana-

dancing,” the performer leaves the
audience laughing and at the edge of
their seats.

lyzing the Ford's Theatre production of
Jeeves
Takes Charge,
Wodehouse

singing

Danny

Boy

and

pokes at British high society of the

. and Her Sister, is one of Woody
a Allen’s

most ambitiousArto

Hal

IBEX

ii Lee Barbara Hershey): As @ result of

Howie Mandell (St. Elsewhere)
Christopher Lloyd (Taxi) have
begun work on their latest
effort entitled Bobo. The
comedy, which also stars TV

and
also
film
zany
vet-

Allen remains curiously aloof from
his co-stars. His divorce from Hannah,
we learn, took place at least four years

*

sister, Holly (Dianne
lacks direction in her

from one half-hearted career attempt

tial demons that have been plaguing

to another

and,

him.
Thematically, the film recalls Manhattan and Annie Hall. It’s set in the

dependency. Hannah's attempts to lend
her guidance and financial support
elicit only resentment.
meanwhile,

Wiest). Holly
life, bouncing
bouts of drug

has

chosen

to

cast himself as another supporting
player in the uniformly fine ensemble
cast. He plays Mickey Sachs, Hannah's
ex-husband and producer of a Saturday
Night Live-type TV show. When Mickey suffers a hearing loss, he’s alarmed
to learn that it may be symptomatic of

“An

recital will be performed by tenor
Michael Calmes and soprano Elisa-

beth Jester Miner in Copley Formal

and Ron Silver perform in the Mike

formed. . .

Lounge Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. Works

by Barber, Copeland, Rorem, Foster
and Ives are scheduled to be per-

Woody

Allen: Hannah

a brain tumor.

but

Mickey

his best?

Tests prove

is anything

but

negative,

elated.

Instead, he finds himself obsessed with
his own mortality and the apparent

meaninglessness of life. For the first
time in his life he considers making a
religious commitment. (The scene in
which Woody Allen, the quintessential
New York Jew, tries to convert to

intrinsically,

there’s nothing

at

Allen drew upon such experiences
in making the rather bitter, semiautobiographical Stardust Memories.
filmmaker whose latest effort has been

(“What

mixing comedy

and drama, Allen ap-

persisted

in thinking

manages to endure.

On the other hand, Hannah and Her
Sisters is a light-hearted film which

owl-eyed

The

of him

as the

stand-up

comic

and

“Is

it

true

you're

Sachs,

CALL 546-1019
Free Pregnancy Testing and
Confidential Assistance
CAPITAL HILL CRISIS
PREGNANCY CENTER
802 Maryland Ave., N.E.

is beset

There's nothing in. the least trivial
about comedy, Allen seems to be saying. And a talented funnyman may be

more valuable to society than the great
theologians and philosophers, none of
whom ever provided a definitive answer to any of the questions they
raised.

the

Si
Tend

A representative will be on campus
FEBRUARY 25,
to discuss
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|

THUNDERBIRD
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x

OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARIZONA 85306
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In fact, we'll even pay you more than $600 a month while you attend. That's in
addition to paying for your tuition, required books and fees.
And here is how it works!
If you're selected for a Physician's Scholarship—from the Army, Navy, or Air
Force—you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserves.
While you're in school, you'll serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements of the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.
Asan Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits, and
enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity of

For 12 years G.U.TS. has been the driving

patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.
But most important, while you're in medical school we'll help pay the bills.

force of the community.
Now G.U.T.S. is More!
G.U.T.S. is making advertising space available
in its buses for everyday routes and special
charters, so your advertising message is seen
on campus and all over town.

For more information, send in this coupon. There is no obligation.
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§ Tell me how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program
m can help pay my medical school expenses. | understand there is no obligation.
Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, PO. Box 2865
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Check uptothree: (JARMY
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It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.

DRIVE IT HOME!

by

or the ruminations of a Socrates, but
the sioht of the Marv Brothers cavort-

during the McCarthy era. To publicize
the movie, Allen scheduled a critics’
luncheon at the National Press Club.
Among the queries he received were
“What brand of tennis shoes do you
wear?”

Mickey

siders blowing his brains out with a
shotgun (another situation that only
Allen could milk for laughs). What
snaps Mickey out of his depression is
not the comforts of organized religion

Purple Rose of Cairo. Yet Allen’s fans

For instance, in 1976 Allen starred
in his first drama, The Front: an
examination of Hollywood blacklisting

we

nation,

the territory of Swedish director IngZelig and

“tell

deeper problems than Allen’s earlier
characters. In one scene he even con-

mar Bergman (Interiors, A Midsummer
Night's Sex Comedy), and the brilliant,

fantasies

he should

Belatedly, Aller seems to be accept
ing this advice. His'atest screen incar-

isticated romantic comedies (Annie
Hall and Manhattan), two forays into

dark-edged

that if he wants to do some-

thing for humanity,
funnier jokes.”

projects have included a pair of soph-

sentence

But

tell him

Allen has chosen to explore more ser-

of the sixties.

doctors.

tell him they like his “older, funnier
films” best. At one point Allen fantasizes a group of extraterrestrials who

pears to reach a synthesis that he was

aged man about to be handed a death
his

thoroughly bowdlerized by the producers because they felt a serious film
wouldn't sell. At a weekend festival,
he is constantly pestered by fans who

level of mentality

diminutive,

from

In that movie Allen played a successful

would watch wrestling?!” he thunders

all funny in the idea of a tired, middle-

laugh because of the screen persona
Allen has established for himself: a
perennial loser who suffers indignities
from fate the way older comedians
took pies in the face, but always

illegitimate son of Fred Allen?”

never veers into serious drama for any
prolonged time. Actually, the funniest
lines in the movie come out of the
mouth of the dour von Sydow. While
Elliot and Lee painfully try to express

THE FUTURE IS IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
TUESDAY,

.

featuring

Bartok’s Concerto For Orchestra in
Gaston Hall Sunday at 5:30. Tickets
and info.: 337-2565. . . A free voice

GRADUATE STUDY

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

Orchestra

Overture”

4

LSAT
GRE
GMAT

ELLINGSON
REVIEW
SEMINARS
(202) 898-1577

Allen,

Speaking. .. The

Symphony

Idiot’s Delight beginning tomorrow
night. Directed by Peter Sellars,
the play stars Stacy Keach and
JoBeth Williams. Marlo Thomas

ious art forms and themes. Subsequent

the hospital scenes in which Mickey
undergoes X-rays and a CAT scan.
Allen plays these relatively straight

~ same fairy-tale New York of operas,
second-hand bookstores and studio
apartments, where strains of Cole
Porter and Bach waft through the air
and nary a tenement or traffic jam is
seen.
The Hannah of the title is played by
Allen’s favorite leading lady, Mia Far-

presents

Pulitzer Prize-winning

only groping at before. Since Love and
Death (arguably, his funniest movie),

eyes invariably focus on him. And they
expect him to be funny. Case in point:

in between

Georgetown

at the

movie into a comedy (Allen’s scenes)
and a drama (the rest), fearing the two
wouldn’t mix...
:

give Lee the security she desires.
Subplot #2 concerns Hannah's other

to leave Hannah

Theatre

from his armchair).
Far from being uncomfortable about

ael Caine’s role into a single male protagonist. One local reviewer speculated
that Allen has compartmentalized his

ca, Hannah and Her Sisters contains
not a redundant scene, not a character
who wears out his/her welcome. It’s a
charmer of a movie in which Allen
seems to exorcise some of the existen-

bloated,

Eisenhower

combine his own character and Mich-

ever Allen is in a scene, the audience’s

such

Symphonically

television

and

unlike

Blow Monkeys appear Thursday at
the 9:30 Club (393-0930). The Ceolourfield will be there March 20. . .

with Hannah's family. A number of
critics have wondered why he didn’t

Elliot is unable

Yet

The British jazz/funk foursome the

ling tirade against the shortcomings of

boyfriend (Max von Sydow). However,

comedies.

Britain's Royal Sting

for flashback sequences, it’s not until

Oscar-bait productions as Out of Afri-

Elliot’s amorous advances, Lee breaks
up with her curmudgeonly artist of a

as well

the movie’s end that he finally reunites

There's. a germ of truth here. With
Allen’s success as a comedian comes
certain limitations as an actor. When-

ing in at just over an hour and 45 minutes, it’s easily the longest of Allen’s

and tomorrow,

as next Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Tickets for the production are
$4. Showtimes for each performance are 8 p.m...Georgetown’s
Friday Afternoon Theatre presents
Danny and the Deep Blue Sea next

their feelings for one another, von
Sydow breaks the tension with a ramb-

before the events in the movie. Except

a loving wife. But her husband Elliot
(Michael Caine), in a typically Allenesque turn of events, finds himself
irresistibly drawn to Hannah’s: sister

III tonight

Sherwood’s

mission alone).

row. Hannah is a talented actress, a
devoted mother and homemaker, and

If a movie’s running time is any
gauge of its serious intent, then Hannah

Bauble’s presentation

Kennedy Center (254-3670) hosts a
five-week engagement of Robert E.

Fenn

Sting,

of Bernard Pomerance’s The Elephant Man opened last night and
continues in Poulton Hall's Stage

The
rs.

from

For FeFears

on

Two laughs are better than one. . .
Two new theatrical comedies hit
the DC area in the coming weeks.

Shanghai's

performances

Wham!,Tears

ances scheduled for 3:15 and 8 p.m.
on the 28 and 8 p.m. March I...

Catholicism is worth the price of ad-

Farrow Stars in Allen Classic
HOY A Staff Writer

and

tures

would have probably been proud.

Allen’s Hannah Has Chutzpah;
by Greg Kitsock

Mask

Room

TV (Channel 5) at 8 p.m. on Saturday. The English counterpart to
the Grammys, the presentation fea-

Friday and Saturday in Healy 103.
Admission is free with perform-

such dry British humor especially when
pointed at the boisterous Wooster.

extended skit about a girl's school trip
by Bertie drags on.
But Duke comes back in the second

dominate
the Program
Board's
Spring Movie schedule this week.
The Australian film Breaker Morant
is shown tonight and tomorrow
night (8 and 10 p.m.) in Reiss 103,
while Persona will be screened in

Village A Community
Thursday. . .

Se-

The 1986 British Record Industry
Awards will be shown on WTTG-

Closer to home... Foreign films

|

|,

Edward Duke takes a double-take in Jeeves Takes Charge.

huge crowd pleaser in its three-year
run in the Big Apple. The show’s
stay at the Warner runs through
March 5...
Motion pictures new from MGM/
United Artists... Shanghai Surprise, the new adventure starring
the recently-married Sean Penn and
Madonna,is now in principle photography in Hong Kong with a
planned release scheduled for sometime in the early fall. Comedians

eran Cloris Leachman, is also slated
for a fall debut. . >

tii]

HOYA

Nichols-directed comedy Soci!

curity at the National Theatre (6286161) beginning March 4. In town
for a three-week run. the play moves
on to Broadway n
nonth. . .
The Sound of Music Dept....

Year

Mae

5%

|
tod
{
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Sports
Men’s Track Team Shows Well at Millrose Games
Staff Writer

Following an excellent weekend of
competition at the Millrose Games and
the Bud Light Invitational, the men’s

track and field team begins the championship season with the Big East
Championships this weekend.
The battle between world class pole

vaulters Billy Olson and Sergei Bubka
‘overshadowed bright performances by
Georgetown athletes at the Millrose
Games last Friday night in New York
City. Highlighting the competition for
the Hoyas was a spectacular win by
the two mile relay team which qualified

for the NCAA Championships.
Head Coach Frank Gagliano called
the relay team’s Millrose win “a great
accomplishment, a very good win.”
The two mile relay team of Mike
Huber, Dennis Dee, Phil Franshaw
and Miles Irish put together an outstanding time of 7:29, qualifying the
foursome for the NCAA Indoor Track
Championships March 14 and 15 in
Oklahoma.
The foursome joins Ray Humphrey,
who qualified in the long and triple
jumps, and Miles Irish, who qualified

ler, Pat
Ashley
heat to
with a
that the
sidering
boards,

used to competing on.
Sunday the Hoyas travelled to
George Mason University for the Bud
Light Invitational, where, as Gagliano
said, they experienced “a little bit of
a let down” following the Millrose
Games. The two mile relay was not
run quite as well as it was on Friday,
due to the effects of the Millrose race.
On a brighter note, the mile relay
team ran extremely well in spite of
earlier competition at Millrose. The
time of 3:14 was the fastest Georgetown time ever on a 200m flat track.

in the 1000m, as NCAA Championship

qualifiers from Georgetown.
The mile-relay team of Darron Out-

Blue Devils Drop GU
Hockey Club, 4-3
by Rob Verga
HOYA

Staff Writer

Inconsistent play was the primary
reason that the Georgetown hockey
team lost to Duke Saturday night.
After traveling six hours in the snow
and rain Duke was mismatched against
the Hoyas. Georgetown, however, did
not play nearly as well as it could have
and lost what was an exciting game by
a score of 4-3.
The Hoyas started off flat and were
clearly out-hustled by the Blue Devils.
Chris Corroon, the Georgetown goalie,

made several key saves including one
on a breakaway before allowing a goal
midway through the first period. A
Duke player shot the puck from dead
on right in front of the crease. Corroon
made the initial save but let up a
rebound which the Blue Devils quickly
slammed in to make it 1-0.
Later in the period Georgetown was
hit with consecutive penalties thus
becoming two men short. Duke capitalized on the power play opportunity

Gagliano called the race “outstanding,

coming off the race Friday night.”
Overall, Gagliano characterized the

goalie.

Mike

Smith,

ships).”

“We have the intention of competing
for the team title, and feel we can
score a lot of points,” noted Gagliano.
In addition, he sees it as “a chance for

the younger athletes on the squad to
gain championship experience.”
Villanova, Seton Hall, Pittsburgh and

St. John’s will constitute the Hoyas’
main competition for the team title.
“It'll take an entire team effort,”
said Gagliano, “Each guy has to really

Latitia Campe, a freshman from Switzerland, placed second in a field of
50 for the ski team in the last slalom competition of the season at Beech |
Mountain, NC, February 7th. This effort earns Campe the second slot on the
First Team All-Conference squad. Campe’s performance is especially amazing since she never had raced before this season. She also finished higher
than any member of the nationally ranked UNC team. Campe will go on to
race as an individual at the Mid-Atlantic Regionals this weekend. This meet
will give her a chance to achieve national recognition as an individual.
*

Jeff Smith

skated

*

half, the Hoyas

took

*

WE'RE
OUT

Feb. 21, 22, 27, 28, and March 1

No lie! Stanley H. Kaplan was the first.
And nearly 50 years later, he's still the best

FAS]... easy

:

and Pedestal Extrusions.

[1 Complete set of screws and
Deck Braces.

{1 Dimensional Drawing

Intensive Spanish language (4 levels)
Intensive Basque language
(3 levels)

TO ORDER: Send $12.95 plus $2.50 |
for shipping and handling.
WA residents add local sales tax.

Intensive French language (3 levels)
French History, culture, literature, geography
Basque Studies

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

III. Six-Week Summer Studies (Graduate & Undergraduate)
Intensive Spanish language and literature (3 levels)
Intensive Basque language
Anthropology
History

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Sponsored by the USBC a Consortium project of five American and European

bland 2a
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ATTENTION
BUSINESS PEOPLE

6 1 0 1

Film, Television and Social Change:
Cambridge, London, Rome, New Delhi, Poona, Bombay,
Chiangmai, Tokyo, Beijing, Shanghai, Hongkong, Los Angeles

Film and Politics:
London, Berlin, Paris, Rome, Rio, Buenos Aires,
Lima, Mexico City.

Looking for good experience in business? Join

September 1986 — May 1987

The HOYA.
There are several open positions on our Business
and Advertising staffs. Interested? Please stop
by the office, B-03, in Copley Basement, or call

625-4554.

or Felicia at

Faculty from Harvard, Columbia, New York University,
University of California and Indiana University
Stanley Cavell, Robert Gardner, Wm. Rothman,
Charles Warren, Cristina Szanton, Katherine Morgan,
Victor Wallis, Robert Stamm, Eric Rentschler
Two academic programs limited to thirty students eacn
For further information
call Joan Tiffany collect: 617-267-8612
The International Honors Program
19 Braddock Park
Boston, MA 02116

MANHATTAN
MURDPHY"*S
RESTAURANT

DESTINATION.
UNDERGROUND

& BAR

Gourmet Burgers-Jumbo Salads
Char-Grilled Steaks-Fresh Seafood
:
“Outrageous Rihs”

\

With the largest Dance Floor
and the most sophisticated Lighting and

in test prep.
GMAT, MCAT, GRE, NTE, CPA, or others.

His test-taking techniques and educational
programs have helped over 1 million students boost their scoring power and test
confidence. He can do the same for you.
So if you have “presidential” ambitions,
call Kaplan. And prepare with the expert.

244-1456
4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20008

7

i

*

Monday and Tuesday - video dancing 9:00 PM to
11:00 PM

eo

Wednesday and Thursday - 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM dancing
and music with popular D.J.’s.

e

Friday and Saturday - Extended hours for dancing and
music and our breakfast party, Friday until 4:00 AM and
Saturday until 5:00 AM.

<

i)

Watch for special week night events such as fashion
shows, live entertainment and ladies night. Also our yearly
special events such as Valentine's Party, St. Patrick’s Day
Party and OTHERS!!!

*Offer Good
Thru 3/8/86
Only.

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS & WEEKENDS

Video System

4

\

]

Kaplan will chop down any fears you
may have about taking the DAT, LSAT,

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

STATE
zip
[lif
MAIL TO: R & S Systems
PO. Box 27244

A Year of Comparative Study
and World Travel

univetsities.

For an information packet, write 0 Dr. Ura, University of Nevada Library,
Reno! Nevada 89557,or call (702) 784-4854.

SIZES.

King ® Queen ® Single

II. One or Two Semester Program in Pau, France

Marianne

and

Instructions for ALL

Anthropology — History — Literature — Economics — Political Science —
Art — Music — Cuisine — Folkdance

|

Includes:

[1 Waterbed Frame Brackets

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 625-4960

test prep.

—

American Red Cross

I. One or Two Semester Program in San Sebastian, Spain

Of That Special Someone

Ms

ge Jo it yourself”
Phan,

French Studies

DIAL-A-DATE

Kaplan.
The father of

R

Basque, Hispanic and

the

1-301-922-3846

presents
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Unique Programs in

- Call By Phone

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY'S
MASK & BAUBLE

Waterbed Kit

on

control of the action. Duke began to
dominate and tied the game with a
screen shot from just inside the blue
line. The Blue Devils took the lead for
good with a goal at 15:29 of the final
period.

FEMALES
MALES
976-7800"
976-7700
This Call Costs ONLY $1.00

*

GIVE BLOOD

In the third period, Georgetown lost

If You Are in Search

*

0

lead from the Blue Devils. Ted
McHugh took a perfect feed from
Woolworth and beat Duke's goalie
low to the glove side.

For $10

*

pitch in.”

\

Duke's goalie. The goaltender made
the save but Woolworth flipped in the
rebound to tie the score at 2-2. Late in
the second

*

The time and place of the Rugby Club's pratice sessions was inadvertently misquoted in the last Sportswatch. The club practices Tuesday and
Thursdays on top of Yates Field House, not inside, at 4:30 p.m., not
3:30. Any interested students are encouraged to attend.

however,

in alone

*

to the game.

picked the rebound right off the
goalies’s stick and slapped it in to cut
Duke’s lead in half. Shortly after this
goal,

*

Hoyamotion, the University’s basketball pep club will hold its final
. happy hour of the season for the Boston College game February 26 at 5
p.m. in Healy Program Room. All Hoya fans are encouraged to attend.
‘Transportation to the game will be provided. Student season ticket holders
are reminded to pick up their bus tickets at Saxa Sundries 24 hours prior

F

To Join The Newest Fad In Dating

Tk

two meets as “a fine weekend for
men’s track at Georgetown. We saw
good performances and received some
good exposure.”
The coaches and athletes are set
to compete in the Big East Championship Meet this weekend at Syracuse
University. Gagliano said the meet
will be “the first of the Triple Crown
(of championships—the Big East,
the IC4As and the NCAA Champion-

’

to make it 2-0 at the end of the first
period.
In the second period Georgetown
started playing better hockey. In a
power play situation Eric Woolworth
slapped a shot on goal from the point
which was temporarily stopped by the
Duke

Daindridge, Patrick Mann and
Ward finished second in their
Abilene Christian from Texas,
time of 3:18. Gagliano noted
team ran well, especially conthat the race was run on
a surface the Hoyas are not

ho

HOYA

hear

by Michael Shepard

For Reservations and Information CAll 920-3997

Reservations Suggested
Monday

- Thursday

friday & Saturday

11:30 a.m. - 12:00 midnight
Closed Sundays

till 2:00 a.m.
Open

Saturday at 6 p.m.

2020K Street, NW. ¢ 293-2322

Dress: Easy Elegance
Minimum age 19 — 1.D. required
Destination Underground is located near the Crystal City Metro Stop,
(One station before National Airport), in- Crystal City, Arlington, Virginia
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February

8

at

with
what
transpires
next...
BZZZZ! Tired and hungover, Jack

Hilltop swings at his alarm clock.
Slowly the world comes into focus.
“A quarter past twelve already?”
Jack thinks. “Damn, the last bus to

the Cap Centre just pulled out.” A
voice from the hall screams out,
“Jack, get out of bed, the game
starts at one!”

Slowly it dawns on Jack that he is
not in his Village B apartment.
Rather, he is sleeping on the floor
of his friend’s place in Champaign,
Illinois. Instead of missing the Seton
Hall game, if he can wash up and
brush his teeth quickly, he and his
friends can be at Assembly Hall in
less than five minutes.

Today is the day when the University of Illinois Fighting Illini host

the Wolverines of the University of
Michigan in a nationally televised
contest. This is what college hoops

is all about. It is a game played by
college students, for college students and on college campuses.

Upon

entering

Assembly

Hall,

Jack is quickly overcome by a sea
of orange and blue. The entire
stadium is glowing in the school’s
colors. The alumni are on one side
of the court, while the student body

|f
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Sports
12:15 p.m. We are all too familiar

bler

2.50
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tational February

fives.

The

universal.

flow

Timeout,

the

crowd,

Big East meet this weekend. The team’s
performances have been improving
rapidly and will possibly peak at this
meet.
At the Annapolis Invitational three
stellar performances were turned in by

of emotion
Michigan!

out

Ulrike Falkenberg, Chris Brough

of the

Nowhere else is the home court
advantage more evident than in

Assembly Hall. The Illini reeled off
33 consecutive home victories over
past

two

seasons

and

range

of teams,

including such

well as smaller schools such as Mount
St. Mary's.

defeated Frieder's Wolverines all
seven times he has brought his team
to Champaign.

Georgetown sent two relays to the
George Mason meet, and both fared
very well. The two mile relay team of
Jodie Wertz, Heidi Roe, Margaret

While the spectators want to see

more of the same, Antoine “The
Judge” Joubert and his teammates
have opposing goals. By maintaining
their composure and carefully running their offense, the Wolverines
proceed to whittle away at the lead.
The Illini faithful are subdued,
for they all can recall the many
leads that their team has let slip

Scutro and Ann Begley ran 8:56.9 with
Begley running a 2:12.1 anchor leg.
Liga Mezaraups, Jodie Wertz, Kim

Sannito and Jennifer Bell ran a 3:58.5
mile relay.

Coach Pan Fanaritis said of the most

over the past three seasons. When
the onslaught by the Blue and Gold

by Philip Junker

is over, the Wolverines have taken

HOY A Assistant Sports Editor

These same seats that command
$12 a ticket in Landover are sold to
Illini students for just $4.
The congregation rises for the
opening tip-off. Squared off at cen-

The crowd realized that their
team needs a lift, and in a collective

into

the

All-America candidate
and Efrem Winters of
first half is played at a
with the Illini heading

locker

room

with

a

14

a four point advantage, 68-64.

Two Georgetown students were
ejected from the Spectrum arena in
Philadelphia last Saturday during the
Hoya-Villanova game for continually

refusing to sit down

the

and a kettle drum is pounding rhy-

and

Kost

and

relays (4x400m, 4x800m and the distance medley relay) shold all do well,
even against fierce competition from
teams such as Villanova.
In previous years, the highest Georgetown has ever scored at the Big East
has been 46 points, but the team is
hoping to improve that score this year.
“We're where we want to be as far as
our times are concerned,” commented
Coach Fanaritis about the team’s progress this season.

Individually, and as a team, Georgetown should do quite well in this year’s
Big East meet. Everyone on the team
has a really good attitude about the
meet, as they have had about the
entire season. Fanaritis concluded,
“We're ready and now it is just a
matter of seeing what we can do at this
meet.”

dium said. Spectrum

by Dan Jaffee

the sta-

ushers “repeat-

see over standing Hoya partisans. Attempts by the ushers to seat the GU
crowd were met with mixed success.
With fewer than two minutes to go
in the first half, the greater part of the
Georgetown section stood up in order

to see the action at the far end of the
court. A Spectrum usher singled out
Morancie and Canale and ordered
them to be seated. After the two
refused, the ushers ejected both fans.

Canale went voluntarily, according

fans, identified by Spectrum authorities
as Craig Morancie and Sean Canale,
both juniors at GU.

from the Spectrum. According to Morancie, one of the four security guards
tried to provoke a fight. “He asked me
if I wanted to start throwing punches.
I'm not stupid. I said no,” said Morancie.

‘81 to 54.” The announcer continues

relax,

3000m

to officials, but Morancie resisted.
Finally, four ushers carried -Morancie

Landover,

and

in the

McCullough in the 5000m. The three

to a security supervisor's report. No
legal action was taken against the Hoya

through the student section, shaking

down

Brough

finally asking them to leave,” according

the hands of people who helped
influence the outcome of this ganie.
Jack and his friends exit the

sit

Roe in the 1000m, Scutro in the 1500m,

defense.

the Illini Fight Song. The crowd
cheers and begins: to sing; while
Chief Illini, the school’s mascot, =
takes to the court and performs the

can

sprints. Bell will be running in the
400m, Wertz in the 500m, Begley in
the 800m and Falkenberg in the high
jump. The distance races will feature

edly told the two to sit down

thmically. The band begins to play

he

school’s fans begin to sway in unison

forced Illinois into overtime only to

The Hoyas have formidable runners

entered in all the events at the Big
East meet except the hurdles and

“The Judge” calls the offense to order as Bruce Douglas rises for the

leave in defeat. Coach Lou Henson
exits the court to the sound of
thunderous applause, but instead
of heading off into the locker room,
Coach Lou begins to pick his way

Jack needs this break as much as

the players, but just when he thinks

while watching

the contest, an official from
Photo

stadium, exhausted. Upon returning
home, they turn on the television
just in time to catch the end of the
Notre Dame-Syracuse game.
As they are watching, the announcers run through some final
scores that day. One in particular
catches Hilltop’s attention. “...in

point advantage, 43 to 29.

and improving on their times.” The
team seems well prepared to face the
challenges of Big East competition.

Fans Ejected From Spectrum

away. Jack is not used to this, for
his Hoyas have lost only 11 games

fills out the other. Because Jack’s
friend had a top lottery number for
student tickets, they are sitting
down’ on the floor four rows deep.

ter court is
Roy Tarpley
Illinois. The
fever pitch,

good

squads as West Virginia and Penn, as

have.

effort the gymnasium begins to
rock. With time running out and
the Illini trailing by a hoop, Tony
Wiysinger cans a jump shot and the
game is headed for overtime.
Justice prevailed in the extra
period and the Fighting Illini emerged triumphant,
83 to 79. For the
third consecutive year, Michigan

and

Jennifer Bell. Falkenberg high jumped
to a 5'7” school record and qualified
for the ECACs. Bell placed third in
the 500m with a time of 1:16.9 and
freshman Chris Brough won the 3000m
in 10:07.2. The meet featured a wide

game.

the

the George

were in preparation for the upcoming

Coach Bill Frieder has learned the
hard way that if his club is to come
back he must take the ever present
sixth man,

14 and

Mason meet February 16. Both meets

advance their lead to 52-35, while
over 16,000 delirious fans exchange
is

Staff Writer

The women’s indoor track team
spent a productive holiday weekend
competing in both the Annapolis Invi-

university’s ritual Indian dance. One
cannot help but be a part of the
festive atmosphere.
The half time activities wind down
and it is time to concentrate on the
ball game again. The Fighting Illini
high

recent meets, “in the last two weeks
everyone has been running very well

by Margaret Morgan

Maryland,

the

George-

town Hoyas rolled past Seton Hall,
to read game scores, but Jack does

not hear them. He is wondering if
his friends back in Georgetown
enjoyed themselves as much as he
did today.
Although Jack is sensitive to the
fact that his school is bound by
land and economic constraints, he
knows that his Hoya friends missed
out on experiencing what college
basketball is all about. What is that
old saying? “What they don’t know
won’t hurt them.” It is just not true.

before

Morancie and Canale were participating in the Hoyamotion-sponsored
“Revenge Road Trip” and were sitting

The two students claim to have filled

in a large section of Georgetown fans.
Spectrum: “officials. reported several

out an official complaint form, although the Spectrum denies the existence of such a report. Neither student
will be refunded, according to officials.

complaints

by

fans

seated

directly

behind the GU section who could not

Public Policy Careers:

Insights for the Future
A symposium exploring the rewarding professional
in the public-private sector.

opportunities

All lectures presented by faculty of the Department of Public Administration, George Washington University.
Friday, Feburary 28, 1986
12:30 pm - 4:30 pm. Reception to follow

Scheming for Career Conquests
William C. Adams,

Ph.D.

Telecommunications Deregulation: Its Impact on Professional Development
in the Telecommunications Field
Jill Kasle, J.D.

Career Opportunities in State and Local Governments

Charles W. Washington, Ph.D.
Changing Markets for Policy Analysts
Bayard L. Catron, Ph.D., Kathryn E. Newcomer,
Dynamic Professions in Financial Management
Astrid E. Merget,

Ph.D.

Ph.D., Jed Kee, J.D.

Future Prospects for Regulatory Management
Susan J. Tolchin,

Ph.D.

Working in the World of Associations
Mark Keane, Distinguished Visiting Professor
For complete information, call:

(202)

676-6295
Reservation deadline: Feb. 25

GW is an equal opportunity institution.
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is absolutely

no way Georgetown would have lost
to Villanova last Saturday if Jackson
had not fouled out on an atrociously

bad call with 1:25 in regulation. Suddenly, the Hoyas’ best ballhandler, best

clutch free-throw shooter (80 percent

Hoyas

for his career), and hottest shooter (5
for 5 in the game), was no longer

were

only

outrebouding

is to go to Dallas,

do the job.

against LSU, he is the one who can do

mental than physical. In the four years
the Hoyas have won the Big East

The

third

key,

however,

Indeed,

rebounder

ence, they never advanced beyond the

this year is someone who has played
point guard in the past, Reggie Williams.
Yet as Thompson has pointed out
time and again this year, national
championships are not won without
good inside games, on both ends of the
court.
The Hoyas, however, have yet to
stop a good big man this year. Walter

NCAA Tournament’s second round.
This year more than ever George-

leading

tournament,

town

have

reached

clearly thé country’s finest that it can
beat good team without playing its
best,

as the losses to St. John’s

and

Villanova demonstrated.
After the thrilling win over LSU
three weeks ago, Jackson expressed
great optimism about his team:
“I don’t feel with this team that we
are going to lose at any point in the
ballgame ...I think I have the best
running mates in the country.”
That confidence does not arise out
of a vacuum. It is based on four solid
years of experience. If recent memory,
however, does not support the confidence, the previous four years become
a little harder to remember. After the
last two losses, the Hoyas need to
prove to themselves the truth that they

even Connecticut’s Tim Coles totalled
21 points and 13 rebounds in only 24
minutes of play in January. Then, on
Saturday, Villanova’s Harold Pressley
played as if he was Wayman Tisdale,
11 rebouds, 8

blocked shots, and 5 assists. That just
should not happen.
The problem, as Thompson pointed
out after the ‘Nova game, is that “Ralph
Dalton really doesn’t have enough
mobility right now” to stop someone
big and quick. Yet Dalton’s experience,
his hustle, his rebounding and his
growing offensive prowess (15 points
on Saturday) are too valuable to keep
him on the bench. What he needs is
inside assistance, and Highsmith can
provide it.
Of Berry's 22 points in St. John’s

still have the talent, and the teamwork,

to emerge victorious in the tough
games.
With a Big East win, Highsmith’s
tools, and Jackson’s leadership, they
might just do that.

Hoya forward David Wingate puts one up over Seton Hall's Mark <Bryani
during GU'’s blowout victory.

by A.J. Clerk
HOYA

Staff Writer

The Lady Hoyas went into-their first

overtime of the season, only to lose
71-69 to the women of Villanova February 12. After being up by three

points with 47 seconds left in regulation
play,
foul
with
high

Ann Gothard
and Villanova
a three-point
scorer Shelly

committed a costly
tied the game at 59
play by Villanova’s
Pennefather.

The closeness of the score demonstrated Georgetown'’s improved defensive skills. The greatest deficit in the

course of the game was nine points in
the first half.
“We played extremely good defense,”
head coach Cheryl Thompson said of
the game. “We played good man-toman and that let our offense play well.

upcoming

Big

recruits,

nowhere.

“I

taken up with some type of schoolwork,” Irish explains.
“The work I do while travelling is not quality study

time, and at times it’s tough to keep up.”
schedule

does

not leave

much

time for a social life on campus, or at least not on this
campus. “We have a kind of network,” Irish explains,

Photo

by

Bob

Smith

Junior Miles Irish leads the pack into the final lap
in a recent indoor meet.

who hides behind his work. Back in high school when
he did have the time, he did work for a Big Brother
program as well as the United Way.

;

Irish will graduate in May of 1987, fourteen months

together and go out to dinner. It’s actually a pretty
good system.”

manner as some of his competitors. His conservative
training is decidedly slanted toward a nose-to-the-

part of Irish’s

responsibilities are to show potential recruits around
campus. The coach usually shows them the athletic
side,

according

to

Irish,

while

the

team

members

provide the visitor with the academic perspective.
“We've lost some top runners because of the academics
here. I've taken guys past Pierce on a Friday night and
most of them can’t believe it.” But it was that same
academic atmosphere which attracted Irish, one. of
New York states’ top high school runners, as much as
Georgetown’s top-flight track program. “As far as a
combination of athletics and academics is concerned,
no other school can match it,” Irish states.
Irish

bemoans

the

lack

of free

time,

a constraint

which prevents him from getting involved in tutoring
and community action programs. Irish’s father passed
away early in Miles’ life, so he was looked after by
“someone very good.” Consequently, he knows how
important it is to a young person. “With the heavy travel
schedule,” Irish notes, “it wouldn’t be fair to the child
for me to get into such a project.” But Irish is no one
Ea

A

(21-3,

12-1)

have

poll

the

LU,

=
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EE

freshman |

scoring total to 29.

§

Sunday’s battle with Syracuse will »
require the Hoya’s best effort of the,
year. January's three point win at home |

over the Orange

was the result of ’

fierce inside play by Ralph Dalton and
Ronnie Highsmith. That same intensity «
in the paint, coupled with a return to,
form by perimeter marksmen Williams,

Wingate

and Michael Jackson could

spell a Hoya upset.

March

”

Madness

and

the

NCAA-

Hoyas would bode well for GU’s post
season. Coach Thompson's past suc-*~
cesses (2 straight final four appear-.

§

was billed as the return of the hometown heroes Reggie Williams and Da-

ances, 9 straight 20+ win seasons, etc) .
would be little consolation for a quick

£,
ir

vid Wingate and true to form, the two
did not disappoint. Wingate led the
Hoyas with 16 points and added a
rattling dunk that brought the 6,023
Baltimore Civic Center fans to their
feet. Williams poured in 11 points and

Hoya departure from the NCAA tournament. Georgetown’s ability to win a ,
big game without Patrick Ewing will

a!

be tested Sunday
would be a strong

had many

opportunities

!

and a Hoya win*
first step towards +

the final four in Dallas.

The HOYA
Athlete of the
Week

really play poorly—in the St. John’s
game we didn’t, especially in the first
half.” In that contest the Lady Hoyas

to win, but

could not manage to pull away.

Looking

forward

to the Big

East

Tournament, the Lady Hoyas figure to
give most of the other squads in the

a run-for-the-money.

Al-

is number three and we took them to
overtime. I feel we can play with
anyone.”
After surprising Pittsburgh and Boston College in both of these series’
second meeting, the Lady Hoyas know
that their increased tenacity on defense
will increase their chances against

those

two

teams.

The

major

threat

from BC will be their tough man-toman offense and aggressiveness. Villa-

nova’s greatest strengths look to be
their ability to take advantage of opportunities plus their big scorer Shelly
Pennefather, who tallied 34 points in

their last meeting, and forward
Angelotti who

poured

Lisa

in 20 points in

Coach Thompson sees the Hoyas lineup changes as big boosts to the Hoyas
“We're ready to play man-to-man. If
our defense is ready then we're going

on

the

GU finally nailed down its 20th win
of the year with an 81-53 romp over
Morgan State in Baltimore. The game

the same game. Looking to Seton Hall,

emotion

bringing

town is to have any hope of winning
the regular season Big East crown this
year, Sunday’s game is critical.

road,

this:

them,

| tN

tournament are only a few weeks and |
three regular season games away. Sunday’ sgame with Syracuse could bea preview of the Big East championship game and a good showing by the

however, proved to be somewhat of a
problem.
“Road trips are hard,” Thompson

in the first few minutes our shooting
percentages were down. We've got to

to do well,” said Thompson.
The threats from Seton Hall are
guard Kathy Reilly and the great scor-

learn to win on the road. We didn’t

ing power of the freshman

HOYA

“where my friends (at schools the team visits) and I get

members,

Boston

by Bob Maruca

before the 1988 Olympics. During this time he will train
extensively, but perhaps not in such an elaborate

Like the rest of the team

Orangemen

though coach Thompson [doesn’t]
expect to win against Providence—
they've been beating everyone by big
margins,” she did note that “Villanova

and

ten:

|

Conference

against Pittsburgh

got

Ny

of her own. Overall, both teams shot
equally. Villanova managed to convert
28 of 63 field goals (44 percent), while
Georgetown racked up 31 of 71 (43
percent). Although the percentages
were low and the game resulted in
extending a losing streak to three
games, Thompson noted that she was
proud of her players. “We've told them

if they stick to good defense, they’ll do

bench,

thon Edwards had sixteen points be-

freshman Nikki Arwood pouring in 10

well—that'’s the name of the game,”
Thompson said.
The loss to Villanova followed disappointing contests for the Lady Hoyas
against St. John’s and Syracuse the
week before. Prior to those losses, the
Lady Hoyas had pulled off two upset

GU

The Men’s Two Mile Relay Team
The men’s two mile relay team of
Mike

Huber, Phil Franshaw, Miles

Irish and Dennis Dee ran away
from a fine field of U.S. college and
club teams to place first at the
Millrose Games last Friday. The
team’s winning time of 7:29.07 was
good enough to qualify them for
the NCAA Championships to be
held March 14-15 in Oklahoma.
The Hoyas came away with the win
when,

in .the

final

stretch,

Irish

passed the anchor for the University
of British Columbia.

Santillius.

East

have very little spare time, the majority of which is

a regimented

14, Beth Knight 12, and

the

Intramural Basketball Playoffs Begin

full schedule of classes, training and competition (which
is roughly equivalent to holding a full-time job), and

Such

Ann Gothard

said. “Syracuse is ranked number
two—we played them pretty well, but

So where has this guy been hiding? Well, between a

school

defense allowed all

five starters scored in double figures
with Jenny Bendall contributing 25,

Taking

Tournament.

high

improved

College. After the BC win, the team
looked ready to take on anything the
rest of the schedule had to offer.

he achieved at the Olympic Invitational last year. He is
the defending Big East champion in the 1500m run, a
race which he won both his freshman and sophomore
years. He therefore is the odds on favorite to win

potential

The

five starters to score well. Four of the

wins

record for the 800m run, a mark he set last month at
Boston University, as well as the 1000m record, which

courting

Anytime our defense plays well, we do
well and we can win and we have
won.”

on

tween

Lady Hoyas Lose to Villanova in OT

in the USA” comes to mind. For barring the unforseen,
Irish will be representing the United States in the 1988
Summer Olympics in Seoul, Korea.
Irish, a junior in the College, already holds the school

at the

hert

man

minutes of playing time and tallied six,, | «
points. Charles Smith played well also, |
|

from the usually sold-out stands. Yet,
like it or not, the Hoyas will face the

ped to 13th after losses to rivals St.
John’s and Villanova. Their record of
9-4 in the Big East leaves them three
games behind the Orange. If George-

Photo by

ten

_-

dishing out five assists and scoring
seven points. Jaren Jackson and Jona-.

and have the inside track at the Big
East regular season title
The Hoya’s, meanwhile, have drop-

now, the title is at least somewhat appropriate. In a
couple of years, however, he might be singing a different
tune. Something slightly more all-encompassing - “Born

enters

for a

the nation according to the UPI

“Local Hero” is a favorite song of Miles Irish. For

he

a team

to the Irish of Notre Dame two weeks
ago. They are currently ranked 10th in

by Paul Gallant
HOYA Staff Writer

races

ready

ulars, Tuesday’s game was an opportunity for the freshmen to show their:
skills. Bobby Winston, once the forgot-

game in the “Dome” where oranges
and toilet paper are frequent projectiles

The

GU’s Irish Eyes Olympic Games

whatever

can

of psychological

won three straight games after losing

needs to win the Big East as a

in the nation, the team is no longer so

amount

in Syracuse’s
Dome is not
especially if
Georgetown

Orangemen in Syracuse this Sunday
before a national television audience.

the

springboard for the national tourney.
While its talent is still among the best

Berry has killed them twice, LSU’s
John Williams scored 27 points, and

scoring 34 points, with

they

No

preparation

is more

finals three times and missed the Final
Four by only one point the other.
When they did not win their confer-

its

Hoyas.

team has physical tools more suited to

it again. In short, he must take charge.
Traditionally, a team’s big man is
the take-charge guy, but, as is well
known, Georgetown’s greatest talent
advantage this year is on the perimeter.
even

Although Thompson started his reg-.

the

they need one leader, one player that
the others look to in the clutch. Just as
Jackson was the one who came through

Assistant Sports Editor

Being the visiting team
33 thousand seat Carrier
a pleasant experience,
you happen to be the

Wildcats 41-40 despite a substantial
size advantage?
In that one minute he did play it was
clear that he missed at least one play
call; but if Georgetown is to have a
prayer at taking back the national title
he must be allowed to play through
such mistakes. No one else on the

available. From then until well into
the second overtime no one even attempted to pass the ball inside, and
Coach Thompson had to call a timeout
just to remind his team to do once
what Jackson does habitually.
If Georgetown

HOYA

“ed as the team pulled away from a 21
point halftime lead to win by 28.
3

ETT.

There

snared six rebounds. Every Hoya scor- J

by Philip Junker

Capital Centre victory two weeks ago,
only 10 came in the 30 minutes Highsmith was on the court to guard him.
Meanwhile, “The Sarge” was blocking
two shots, holding his own on the
boards, and throwing in two impressive
baskets of his own.
Indeed, in every game Highsmith has
received substantial playing time this
semester, he has performed very well.
So why did he only play one minute
against Villanova when it was clear
that no one else was having the slightest
bit of success guarding Pressley? Why
was he riding the bench when the

Georgetown fans hoping for a third
straight trip to the Promised Land
known as the Final Four must focus
their attention on three key factors:
the play of Michael Jackson, the playing time and performance of Ronnie
Highsmith, and the results of the Big
East Tournament.
First, Jackson.

Xe

Key for Hoya's Future

~

Orangemen in ‘Dome’

grindstone type regimen. “Running and weight-lifting
are my primary concerns,” says Irish. “The only way to

really do well is to get out on the track and run. It
sounds simple, but I'm a firm believer
in it.” His
seventy-plus mile per week schedule is testament to the
fact that he practices what he preaches. Add weight
work and abundant God-given talent to that and you
have what most consider to be surefire Olympic material.
It would be easy for such a talent to obscure or
distort one’s priorities, but Irish will have none of this.
“When the Olympics are finished, I'm definitely going
back to do work on the graduate level. I came here to
run, but I could’ve done that anywhere. I want to go
forward with a strong education. This is essential for

me.”
It is, nonetheless, Irish’s eye-popping numbers (at
least to other coaches) that have earned him the
national number

one ranking

in his race, the

1000m.

Thank goodness he’s gotten someone’s attention: now
if he could just get Georgetown to sit up and take
notice. . .
I...

LUI.

.

Staff Writer

“It’s been done before,” said Assist-

ant Intramural Director Jim “Wedge”
Sullivan, “but I think that the Men’s
Dorm Champion will have a better
chance than ever to defeat the inde-

pendent team in the Men's Undergraduate Finals.”
The tournament has just begun, and

it may be too soon to pick a winner; it

Of the twelve teams that Sullivan
deems contenders for the Men’s Inde-

other in a “down to the wire” game.

pendent title he picked the number
one Floorplay to win it, but sixth Not
Pressed is his pick as a possible long

in that game overcoming a twelve
point half-time deficit. The final score
was 37-35.

shot winner.

First New South “A” beat Sixth Harbin

Tournament

The Women’s Combined Division
continues to be dominated by the
Independerits, Burleith Watch, number
one, and Scotty and the Campers,
number two.

Few games have been played in the

seems, however, that Sullivan has rea-

tournaments

son to make such an assertion. In the
men’s Independent Division, there is
no clear cut favorite. Any of the top

and First New South “A” did face each

so far but Sixth

Harbin

action

takes place

3
°

courts one and two at Yates Field
House. Several of the top seeded teams

see action next week

in the single =

elimination tourney.
It may not be Dallas in April, but

for the intramural athletes, participating in this tournament may be just as
exciting.

is topped by two strong teams, Third
New South and Third Darnall. First
ranked Third New South went undefeated through the regular season
soundly defeating previously unbeaten
First New North in their last game.
Second New North, ranked third, won

imseawon
and

looked impressive throughout the reg-

ular season, but the team has been
hurt by their loss of the injured John
Knight. Without Knight, Sullivan said
First New North will not be a factor in
the tournament.

°

on

twelve teams, according to Sullivan,
have a shot at winning the independent
title.
The Men’s Dorm Division, however,

all but their first game and have
proved their play throughout the
son.
Second ranked First New North
the preseason dorm tournament

et

Big East Tournament Win

|

2

Hoyasto Face Tough

Quin Hillyer

-
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The intramural basketball playoffs are well underway.
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